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ABSTRACT
In this Thesis, I report my Ph.D. research on two major issues that are devoted towards
constructing more realistic earthquake source model using computational tools: (1)
constructing physically consistent dynamic rupture models that include complexities
in fault geometry as well as heterogeneous stress and frictional properties inferred
from observations; (2) study the effect of subducting slab structure on earthquakes
that occur inside it with a special focus on the teleseismic waveforms.
Fault step over is one of the most important geometric complexities that control the
propagation and arrest of earthquake ruptures. In Chapter 2, we study the role of
seismogenic depth and background stress on physical limits of earthquake rupture
across fault step overs. We conclude that the maximum step over distance that
a rupture can jump is approximately proportional to seismogenic depth. We also
conclude that the pre-stress conditions have a fundamental effect on step over jump
distance while the critical nucleation size has a secondary effect.
Seismic wave carries information of source as well as structures along the path it
travels. It was found that seismic waves generated by shallow events in subduction
zones whose ray path coincide with the down going slab structure display waveform
complexities that feature multipathing. In Chapter 3, we study deep earthquakes
whose depth phases sample the slab structure on their way up to the surface. Differential travel time sP-P analysis shows a systematic decrease of up to 5 seconds
from Europe to Australia and then to Pacific which is indicative of a dipping high
velocity layer above the source region. Finite-difference simulations showed that a
slab shaped structure that follows the Benioff zone at shallow depth and steepens
beyond 400 km produces a model that can account for the sP-P differential travel
times of 5 seconds for oceanic paths. In Chapter 4, we design a slab operator that
can be applied on the 1D synthetics to generate 2D synthetics with slab structure.
We hope this operator can be used for generating more accurate Green’s functions
that could potentially serve earthquake source inversion.
In Chapter 5, we design a dynamic rupture model of the Mw 7.8 Gorkha, Nepal
earthquake. We employ a novel approach of integrating kinematic inversion results
which provide low frequency stress distribution and stochastic high frequency stress
motivated by earthquake cycle models and observations. By doing this, we are able
to reproduce the observed frequency dependent rupture processes, in particular the
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concentration of high-frequency radiation in the down-dip part of the rupture.
In Chapter 6, I report my on going work on the spectral element method based
earthquake cycle simulator. Large scale earthquake cycle simulation with consideration of complicated velocity structure and fault geometry is a great challenge
for numerical modeling. I tried to push forward this boundary by extending the
existing spectral element earthquake cycle simulator to enable cycle simulations
on bi-material faults. This chapter includes a benchmark test in 2D that demonstrates the correctness of this new algorithm and an application of this method on
bi-material fault earthquake cycle modeling.
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Relation between critical step-over distance normalized by seismogenic depth, Hc /W, and strength excess S in (a) compressional and
(b) dilational step-overs. Simulations span a range of normalized nucleation sizes Lc /W (indicated by colors). Cases with sub-shear and
super-shear ruptures on the second fault are distinguished by symbols
(see legend). For compressional step-overs, the simulation results are
consistent with an inverse quadratic relation Hc /W ∝ 1/S 2 at large
S > 2 and an inverse linear relation Hc /W ∝ 1/S at small S < 1.5.
The linear regime has two branches corresponding to sub-Rayleigh
and super-shear ruptures on the second fault. For dilational stepovers, the results are consistent with the quadratic relation and also
display sub-Rayleigh and super-shear branches. In both compressional and dilational step-overs, sub-Rayleigh ruptures have larger
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
Dynamic earthquake source modeling could provide key information for prediction
of large ground motion and long term fault evolution which is very important for
hazard analysis. The foundation of dynamic earthquake source modeling was laid
by Kostrov (1964), Burridge and Halliday (1971), Madariaga (1976), and Das
and Aki (1977a) who treat the modeling problem as an elastodynamic problem
governed by elastic wave equation with a predefined discontinuous plane inside the
model domain. The relative motion across this discontinuous plane is governed
by friction laws that relate the relative motion to stress (boundary traction). With
input from laboratory rock friction experiments (Brace and Byerlee, 1966; Palmer
and Rice, 1973; Dieterich, 1994) and earthquake field observations (Stuart, 1979;
Stuart and Mavko, 1979) more realistic and robust frictional models (Andrews,
1976; Ruina, 1983) have been included into the simulations. With the advance
of both modeling techniques and frictional models, researchers are able to answer
some basic questions of earthquake mechanics such as what controls the earthquake
rupture speed (Andrews, 1976; Day, 1982; Dunham, 2007) and what controls the
high frequency ground motion (Madariaga, 1977; Madariaga, 1983; Madariaga et
al., 2006).
With the accumulation of earthquake observations and the fast deployment of supercomputing power during the years, numerical simulations of large earthquakes with
fine scale details are now possible. The spectral element method was introduced
into computational seismology by Komatitsch and Vilotte (1998) and was later
developed into a scalable parallel computing software package (Komatitsch and
Tromp, 2002) that can model elastic wave propagation within the real 3D earth
which further leverages the immense power of GPU computing (Komatitsch et al.,
2010). Kaneko et al. (2008) and Galvez et al. (2014) developed a dynamic fault
friction solver to couple with this elastic wave propagation software enabling large
scale rupture simulations with realistic 3D fault geometry and velocity structure.
Of those fine scale details that influence earthquake rupture propagation, step-over is
one of the most common phenomenon that feature large earthquakes. Earthquakes
can grow large by jumping from one fault strand to another separated by step-overs.
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A lot of modeling work has been done on this topic following the pioneering effort
of Harris and Day (1999).
In Chapter 2, I did a series of numerical simulations to probe the factors that
control the jump of step-overs for large strike slip earthquakes. In particular, special
attention is paid to one controlling factor that has not been studied extensively which
is the seismogenic zone depth. If every rupture parameter scales with seismogenic
depth, so should the critical step-over width. However, there are some dynamic
quantities that don’t necessarily scale with seismogenic depth such as the critical
nucleation size. How will that affect the scaling relation between step-over width
and seismogenic depth? We addressed this issue by exploring the parameter space
spanned by these quantities i.e. finding a critical step-over distance for each plausible
parameter combination. Our work shows that the scaling relation is approximately
true for a large range of parameter combinations. While the critical nucleation size
plays a secondary role on the fundamental scaling relation.
In Chapter 5, we conduct 3D dynamic rupture simulations and some following
research on the source processes of the Mw7.8 Gorkha earthquake. By incorporating
initial static stress from finite fault inversion results and superimposing on it a
stochastic stress field at the down-dip portion inspired by the earthquake cycle
simulation, we built a dynamic source model whose rupture process is spontaneously
governed by friction law. Our dynamic rupture model was able to reproduce the
earthquake source moment rate spectra and near field strong motion acceleration
spectra that fits the observed data spectra better than the kinematic finite fault model.
We also study the resolution issue of the back-projection on high frequency radiations
using tele-seismic signals. We found that the back-projection with beam-forming
technique is only able to resolve high frequency radiation from a rough rupture that
has either rapid varying rupture speed or amplitude but not a smooth rupture.
In Chapter 6, I report my recent work on the spectral element method based earthquake cycle simulator. I extended the work of Kaneko et al. (2011) to enable the
simulation of mode II rupture with asymmetric material properties across the fault
plane by proposing and implementing a solver for a more generalized fault boundary
value problem. I benchmarked this solver with the original work of Kaneko et al.
(2011) which confirmed the correctness of the new method. The new method can
be applied to solve the problem of bimaterial fault evolution. The Preliminary Reference Earth Model (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981) provides physics properties
of the earth interior such as longitudinal wave (P wave ) speed, shear wave (S wave)
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speed and density as a function of the earth radius. The model has been widely
used in applications such as locating earthquakes. However, the oversimplified onedimensional model may not be suitable for locating subduction zone earthquakes.
Since the subducted slab is cooler than ambient mantle, it brings in a dipping high
velocity structure into the 1D velocity structure which substantially changes the
travel time and waveform when the source is inside the slab. In Chapter 3, we study
the effect of slab structure on the depth phases, i.e. seismic wave from deep event
traveling up to the earth surface taking route inside the slab body. Our differential
travel time approach excludes the effect of velocity anomaly on the traveling path
except the segment within the slab. In Chapter 4, we develop a slab operator for
shallow events occurring inside the slab structures. Convolving 1D synthetics with
this operator will generate the correct effect of the slab structure including travel
time change and waveform complexity.
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Chapter 2

EFFECT OF SEISMOGENIC DEPTH AND BACKGROUND
STRESS ON PHYSICAL LIMITS OF EARTHQUAKE RUPTURE
ACROSS FAULT STEP-OVERS

Bai, Kangchen and Jean-Paul Ampuero (2017). “Effect of Seismogenic Depth and
Background Stress on Physical Limits of Earthquake Rupture Across Fault Step
Overs”. In: Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth 122.12, pp. 10, 280–
10, 298. doi: 10.1002/2017jb014848. url: https://doi.org/10.1002/
2017jb014848.
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ABSTRACT
Earthquakes can rupture geometrically complex fault systems by breaching fault
step-overs. Quantifying the likelihood of rupture jump across step-overs is important
to evaluate earthquake hazard and to understand the interactions between dynamic
rupture and fault growth processes. Here we investigate the role of seismogenic depth
and background stress on physical limits of earthquake rupture across fault stepovers. Our computational and theoretical study is focused on the canonical case of
two parallel strike-slip faults with large aspect ratio, uniform pre-stress and uniform
friction properties. We conduct a systematic set of 3D dynamic rupture simulations
in which we vary the seismogenic depth, step-over distance and initial stresses. We
find that the maximum step-over distance Hc that a rupture can jump depends on
seismogenic depth W and strength excess to stress drop ratio S, commonly used to
evaluate probable rupture velocity, as Hc ∝ W/S n , where n = 2 when Hc /W < 0.2
(or S > 1.5) and n = 1 otherwise. The critical nucleation size, largely controlled
by frictional properties, has a second-order effect on Hc . Rupture on the secondary
fault is mainly triggered by the stopping phase emanated from the rupture end on the
primary fault. Asymptotic analysis of the peak amplitude of stopping phases sheds
light on the mechanical origin of the relations between Hc , W and S, and leads to
the scaling regime with n = 1 in far field and n = 2 in near field. The results suggest
that strike-slip earthquakes on faults with large seismogenic depth or operating at
high shear stresses can jump wider step-overs than observed so far in continental
inter-plate earthquakes.
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2.1

Introduction

Earthquakes often occur on fault systems with multiple strands separated by stepovers. These discontinuities can act as barriers that arrest earthquakes ruptures, but
this is not always the case: ruptures can also jump across step-overs. For example,
the 2013 Mw 7.7 Balochistan earthquake rupture stopped at a dilational step-over at
its southern end (Zhou et al., 2016), whereas the 1992 Mw 7.3 Landers earthquake
breached four major step-overs within the Eastern California Shear Zone (Sieh et al.,
1993) .
Understanding the role of step-overs on rupture propagation and arrest has both
practical and fundamental significance. An important mechanism by which earthquakes become large is by breaking multiple fault segments, despite the structural
barriers that separate them (Meng et al., 2012; Hamling et al., 2017; Sieh et al.,
1993). In seismic hazard analysis, the likelihood of multiple fault segments rupturing during a single earthquake is a crucial consideration to determine the largest
expected magnitude in a complex fault system (Field et al., 2014). An important
goal is to establish quantitative relations between the efficiency of step-over jumps
and the geometrical properties of step-overs. Efforts to achieve this goal empirically
have yielded seminal results (e.g. Wesnousky, 2006; Wesnousky and Biasi, 2011;
Biasi and Wesnousky, 2016) but are ultimately limited by the small number of earthquakes with sufficient rupture and fault observations. Mechanical models can offer
a complementary support to such efforts, for instance by providing mechanicallymotivated functional forms to guide the development of empirical relations and
physically expected bounds to supplement empirical models.
Step-overs and other geometrical features of faults are also the subject of basic
research, especially on the relation between the short time scales of dynamic rupture
and the long time scales of fault growth. The dynamic generation of damage
and branching during earthquake rupture contributes to the long-term evolution of
fault zones (Cooke, 1997; Herbert et al., 2014; Ampuero and Mao, 2017). One
mechanism of fault growth operates by coalescence of multiple fault segments
during which the step-overs are breached (Joussineau and Aydin, 2007). If the two
neighboring fault segments interact strongly throughout their earthquake cycles,
simultaneous modeling of the whole fault system is required.
Continental strike-slip earthquakes rarely manage to jump step-overs larger than
about 5 km (Wesnousky, 2006; Xu et al., 2006; Elliott et al., 2009). This has been
also observed in dynamic rupture simulations (Harris et al., 1991; Harris and Day,
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1999; Oglesby, 2005; Lozos et al., 2014a; Lozos et al., 2014b), even if the second
fault segment is very close to failure. A critical step-over distance Hc = 5 km
has been incorporated in seismic hazard assessment models such as the The Third
Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast (Field et al., 2014).
However, some recent earthquakes may have jumped step-overs much wider than
5 km. The 2010 Mw -7.2 El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake ruptured a 120 km long
multi-segment fault jumping through an apparent step-over of more than 10 km
with the possible aid of intermediary fault segments (Wei et al., 2011; Oskin et al.,
2012) . During the 2012 Mw 8.6 Indian Ocean earthquake, the rupture propagated
through a complicated orthogonal conjugate fault system. In the late part of this
earthquake, back-projection rupture imaging revealed a step-over jump as wide as
20 km (Meng et al., 2012). The 2016 Mw 7.8 Kaikoura, New Zealand earthquake
made an apparent jump through a compressional step-over of 15 km (Hamling et al.,
2017) taking advantage of several linking faults which have not been previously
mapped for hazard assessment. A common feature of the latter two events is their
particularly large rupture depth extent, compared to other strike-slip events. The
Indian Ocean earthquake has a centroid depth beyond 25 km; its rupture penetrated
into the upper mantle. These observations call for a re-examination of the factors
affecting the critical step-over distance. Existing models of the efficiency of stepover jumps do not account for the role of key observable physical parameters, such
as the seismogenic depth, and poorly constrained frictional parameters, such as
fracture energy. With ongoing advance in earthquake data gathering and source
inversion methods, this information can be obtained and help generating a more
accurate model.
In this computational and theoretical study, we determine key physical parameters
that control the critical step-over distance in large strike-slip ruptures using numerical
simulations and asymptotic analysis. We keep the model as simple as possible so that
we can use fracture mechanics arguments to gain physical insight on the numerical
modeling results.
2.2

Model

We consider two vertical, parallel strike-slip faults in a 3D homogeneous isotropic
elastic half-space, as depicted in Figure 2.1. The elastic medium has density
2700 kg/m3 , P wave speed 6000 km/s and S wave speed 3464 km/s. The faults
have length L, seismogenic width W, step-over distance H (distance between the
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Figure 2.1: Canonical model of two parallel, vertical strike-slip faults with a stepover. Top: 3D view. The step-over distance is H and seismogenic depth is W.
Bottom: Side view. Nucleation is enforced on the primary fault in a rectangular
area that covers the whole seismogenic depth. A shallow zone of negative strength
drop is prescribed.

two fault traces), and overlapping length D. In our simulations, L and D are
fixed while other parameters are variable. We focus on large-magnitude strike-slip
earthquakes whose rupture area have large aspect ratio L/W. The regional stress
is assumed homogeneous, resulting in a uniform normal stress of σ0 = 150 MPa
on the faults and uniform shear stress τ0 whose value is a model parameter. The
faults are governed by the linear slip-weakening friction law (Ida, 1972; Palmer
and Rice, 1973; Andrews, 1976), with uniform static and dynamic friction coefficients µs = 0.677 and µd = 0.373, respectively, and critical slip weakening distance
Dc = 0.5 m.
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Surface-induced supershear rupture (Kaneko et al., 2008) and nucleation at the free
surface on the secondary fault (Harris and Day, 1999) can substantially increase Hc
for supershear ruptures (Hu et al., 2016, see also section 2.3). These two phenomena have been reported in numerical simulations but not in earthquake observations.
They are thus suppressed in this study by setting a negative strength drop in the top
1 km of both faults. A linear slip-weakening friction with negative strength drop
mimics rate-and-state friction with velocity strengthening behavior which Kaneko et
al. (2008) adopted to suppress the free surface effect. Laboratory experiments indicate that unconsolidated fault gouge at shallow depth exhibit velocity-strengthening
frictional properties (Marone and Scholz, 1988; Ikari et al., 2009).
Earthquake ruptures with large aspect ratio eventually turn into pulse-like ruptures
because of the no-slip constraint at the bottom of the seismogenic zone (Day,
1982; Ampuero and Mao, 2017). Their rise time is controlled by stopping phases
emanating from the lower limit of the seismogenic layer. Their rupture fronts tend
to become straight and vertical at large propagation distance. When such a vertical
rupture front suddenly changes speed, especially when it hits the vertical edge of the
fault and comes to a stop, it generates stronger coherent high-frequency radiation
than for instance a circular front (Madariaga et al., 2006). The short rise time of
a pulse-like rupture further enhances its high-frequency radiation. Hence the large
aspect ratio of large ruptures exacerbates the dynamic stresses that promote stepover jumps. However, theoretically, when L/W is so large that the rupture becomes
a stationary pulse, the radiation strength of the stopping phase no longer depends
on rupture length (Day, 1982). Here we are interested in upper bounds on critical
step-over distance, hence we consider the limiting case of very elongated ruptures
and adopt an artificial nucleation procedure that favors straightness of the rupture
front.
To facilitate the application of our numerical model to different scales, we introduce
the following dimensionless quantities. The ratio of strength excess to stress drop,
as introduced by (Das and Aki, 1977b) ,
S=

µs σ0 − τ0
,
τ0 − µd σ0

(2.1)

quantifies the relative fault pre-stress level. The seismogenic depth is characterized
by the ratio W/Lc , where the length
Lc =

µDc
σ0 (µs − µd )

(2.2)
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is representative of the static process zone size, where shear modulus µ = 32.4 GPa.
We fix the ratio L/Lc to a large enough value to allow the rupture on the primary
fault evolve towards a nearly constant speed. Increasing the rupture acceleration
distance has been previously found to increase the critical step-over distance (Hu
et al., 2016). This can be explained by the fact that before reaching stationary
propagation, the peak slip rate of the slipping pulse keeps increasing (Day, 1982),
making the potential stopping phase stronger as fault length increases.
Ruptures are initiated by an artificial nucleation procedure intended to minimize
the curvature of the primary rupture front, which facilitates step-over jumps. We
abruptly and simultaneously reduce the coefficient of friction to its dynamic value
within a vertical band extending through the full seismogenic thickness on the
primary fault . The horizontal width of this initiation band is set to 20 km in
this study by trial and error to make sure that the rupture with the largest S ratio
considered here (S = 4) can successfully nucleate on the primary fault. However,
a preferred approach to set the size of the initiation zone can be derived from the
accurate theoretical estimates developed for nucleation by over-stressed regions by
Galis et al. (2014).
The step-over geometry is characterized by the dimensionless step-over distance
H/W and overlap distance D/L. A previous study has shown a positive relation
between the critical step-over distance Hc and D (Harris and Day, 1999). We fix
D/L to a large value (0.4) to ensure that the secondary fault is fully exposed to the
stress change caused by the primary rupture. Our choices of values for L/Lc = 140
and D/L = 0.4 favor rupture across the step-over and are intended to yield an upper
bound estimate of Hc /W.
Dimensional analysis of this basic problem indicates a relation between dimensionless quantities of the form
Hc /W = f (S, W/Lc )
(2.3)
Here we conduct a systematic set of 3D dynamic rupture simulations to characterize
the yet unknown function f . We scan a range of values of H/W and W/Lc by
varying W and H while holding Lc fixed. For each pair (H/W, W/Lc ) we use binary
search to find the maximum S ratio (Sc ) that allows the step-over to be breached.
The main focus of this study is on sub-Rayleigh ruptures (propagating slower than
Rayleigh wave speed). For super-shear ruptures (propagating faster than S wave
speed), we did not fully explore the parameter space. Super-shear ruptures account
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for a small amount of events in earthquake observations and their dynamics can
be more complicated. We nevertheless considered several super-shear cases for
comparison with their sub-Rayleigh counterparts.
We use the spectral element method software SPECFEM3D (Komatitsch and Tromp,
1999). To enable this work, we extended the dynamic rupture solver implemented
by Galvez et al. (2014) to take advantage of GPU acceleration (Komatitsch et al.,
2010) which led to a decrease of 90% of the total computation time on Caltech’s
FRAM cluster. We use 5-th order spectral elements. Far from the fault we use a
coarse mesh with element size of 800 m. Within 10 km of the fault plane we refine
the mesh down to an element size of 266 m on the fault, equivalent to an average
node spacing of 66.5 m. The mesh resolves well the static process zone size ≈ Lc
(355 m).
2.3

Simulation results

Effects of seismogenic depth W and strength excess ratio S on critical step-over
distance
We vary W from 5 to 20 km with increments of 2.5 km and vary H from 0.5 to 3.5 km
with increments of 0.5 km. This range of values covers the representative range of
most strike-slip earthquakes. For each (W, H) pair, the maximum S value enabling
step-over jumps is determined by binary search with an accuracy of 0.1 MPa. The
resulting critical Sc values for all W and H are shown in Figure 2.2.
The complete set of simulations includes both ruptures that propagated at subRayleigh speed and at super-shear speed on the first fault. For a given (W, H) pair,
as S is decreased the following regimes are observed in most cases: sub-Rayleigh
rupture without step-over jump, sub-Rayleigh with jump, super-shear without jump,
and finally super-shear with jump. We then report in Figure 2.2 the two maximum
S values that yield a step-over jump in sub-Rayleigh ruptures (circles) and in supershear ruptures (diamonds), respectively. There are also cases where one regime is
missing and the sequence at decreasing S is: sub-Rayleigh without jump, supershear without jump, and super-shear with jump. We did not determine Sc for these
cases (open circles in Figure 2.2).
A characteristic pattern is found in the step-over jump behavior of sub-Rayleigh
ruptures. The Sc values for the sub-Rayleigh cases are plotted separately in Figure
2.3, which points to a relation of the form H/W ≈ f (Sc ).
The slope of the contours decreases with Sc , indicating that f is a decreasing
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Figure 2.2: Critical values of the ratio of strength excess to stress drop, S, that
allows ruptures to jump (a) compressional and (b) dilational step-overs with different
seismogenic depth W and step-over distance H. Each symbol is the result of a suite
of simulations with fixed H and W, but varying S until the maximum S value
required for step-over jump is found. This critical S value is reported by colors. Two
different symbols indicate the rupture speed regime on the first fault: sub-Rayleigh
(circles) or super-shear (diamonds). Open circles are cases in which only supershear ruptures can jump through the step-over; we did not determine the critical S
for those cases.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3: Critical step-over distance Hc for sub-Rayleigh ruptures as a function
of seismogenic depth W and strength excess ratio S for (a) compressional and (b)
dilational step-overs. The solid lines are not contours generated from simulation
data, but the contours of critical S predicted by a relation Hc /W = 0.3/S 2 inspired
by our near-field theory and constrained by our simulation data. They serve as a
visual guide here. The contours of Sc (W, H) are roughly linear, pointing to a relation
of the form H/W ≈ f (Sc ).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4: Relation between critical step-over distance normalized by seismogenic
depth, Hc /W, and strength excess S in (a) compressional and (b) dilational stepovers. Simulations span a range of normalized nucleation sizes Lc /W (indicated
by colors). Cases with sub-shear and super-shear ruptures on the second fault are
distinguished by symbols (see legend). For compressional step-overs, the simulation
results are consistent with an inverse quadratic relation Hc /W ∝ 1/S 2 at large S > 2
and an inverse linear relation Hc /W ∝ 1/S at small S < 1.5. The linear regime has
two branches corresponding to sub-Rayleigh and super-shear ruptures on the second
fault. For dilational step-overs, the results are consistent with the quadratic relation
and also display sub-Rayleigh and super-shear branches. In both compressional and
dilational step-overs, sub-Rayleigh ruptures have larger Hc than super-shear ruptures
at given S. Small values of Lc /W favor super-shear. For a given S value, faults with
smaller Lc /W can jump wider step-overs.
function. This result can be re-interpreted as a relation between the critical stepover distance Hc and W for a fixed S value: Hc /W ≈ f (S), in which the ratio Hc /W
is lower for larger S.
Further quantitative examination of the simulation results reveals the dependence of
Hc /W on S and Lc /W. Based on the results presented in Figure 2.2 and following
the dimensional analysis leading to equation 2.3, we present in Figure 2.4 the
dependence of the ratio Hc /W on S and Lc /W.
In compressional step-overs, we find that Hc /W is roughly proportional to 1/S 2 when
S is large. At low S the sub-Rayleigh and super-shear cases are clearly separated: for
a given S value, sub-Rayleigh ruptures have larger Hc than super-shear ruptures. The
super-shear subset has Hc /W roughly proportional to 1/S, and the sub-shear subset
shows a hint of a similar trend at the lowest S values. The boundary between the
1/S 2 and 1/S regimes is close to S = 1.5 and Hc /W = 0.2. In dilational step-overs,
the Hc /W ∝ 1/S 2 regime is also very clear, even within the super-shear subset, but
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not the 1/S regime. There are fewer cases in our dilational step-over simulations
where rupture breaches a step-over wider than 0.2 W, so we cannot discard that
the inverse linear regime exists outside the parameter ranges we explored. Also
in dilational step-overs, for a given S value sub-Rayleigh ruptures have larger Hc
than super-shear ruptures. The simulation results at small Hc /W or large S in both
compressional and dilational step-overs are adequately represented by the relation
Hc /W = 0.3/S 2 (dashed lines in Figure 2.4). There is a slightly larger Hc /W on
compressional step-overs than on dilational ones, which is consistent with previous
findings (Hu et al., 2016).
Effect of Lc on critical step-over distance and rupture speed
The ratio Lc /W modulates the relation between Hc /W and S such that for a given
S, larger Lc /W gives smaller Hc /W (Figure 2.4). The mechanism underlying this
observation is that, because the process zone scale Lc is also related to a critical
nucleation size (Uenishi and Rice, 2003; Ampuero et al., 2002), a smaller Lc /W
facilitates rupture nucleation on the secondary fault.
Apart from a nucleation effect, Lc also affects Hc by affecting the terminal rupture
speed on the primary fault. The terminal speed of sub-Rayleigh ruptures on the
primary fault depends on Lc/W and S. More specifically, it depends on the ratio of
−µd σ0 )
,
fracture energy G c = 12 σ0 (µs − µd )Dc to static energy release rate G0 ≈ W∆(τ02µ
2
which is proportional to (1 + S) Lc /W. The smaller the ratio G c /G0 is, the larger the
terminal rupture speed can be. In Figure 2.5 we show that the relation between Vr
and G c /G0 obtained in our simulations is consistent with the theoretical expectation
from fracture dynamics (Weng and Yang, 2017).
A more prominent effect of Lc on step-over jumps is related to its effect on supershear transitions. The critical S ratio necessary for super-shear transition increases
as W/Lc increases, consistently with results of previous 3D studies (Madariaga
and Olsen, 2000; Dunham, 2007). Previous numerical simulations (Lozos et al.,
2014a; Hu et al., 2016) have shown that super-shear ruptures can breach a wider
step-over than sub-Rayleigh ruptures. In particular, when the S ratio decreases to
around 0.45, a step-over wider than 10 km can be breached by ruptures that have
undergone super-shear transition assisted by free-surface effects (Hu et al., 2016).
On the contrary, in our simulations with free surface effect suppressed by a shallow
layer of negative stress drop, super-shear ruptures have shorter Hc than sub-Rayleigh
ruptures at given S (Figure 2.4). We observed that during super-shear transition, the
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Figure 2.5: Final rupture speed on the first fault as a function of the ratio between
fracture energy G c and static energy release rate G0 . Rupture speed Vr is normalized
by shear wave speed VS . The blue solid line is the theoretical curve for 2D mode II
cracks with constant rupture speed. A constant factor of 1.5 is introduced to account
for 3D effects, such as curvature of the rupture front.

rupture front splits into a super-shear rupture front and a sub-Rayleigh rupture front
following the Burridge-Andrews mechanism (Andrews, 1976). These two fronts
are weaker than the original sub-Rayleigh front, hence less efficient at inducing
step-over jumps (Figure 2.6).
For most values of H, we find two critical S ratios for step-over jump, a larger Sc for
sub-Rayleigh ruptures and a smaller one for super-shear ruptures. However, there
are cases in the dilational step-overs where the step-over jump happens only when
rupture on the first fault is super-shear. In these cases, there is only one critical S
ratio, the one corresponding to super-shear ruptures (open circles in Figure 2.2).
Effect of dynamic stresses
In principle, both static and dynamic stress transfer from the primary rupture to
the secondary fault can contribute to step-over jumps. However, 2D simulations
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Depth=-14km
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Array on secondary fault

x=20km
stopping phase induced by sub-rayleigh rupture front
stopping phase induced by supershear rupture front

Figure 2.6: Comparison of dynamic stresses between a sub-Rayleigh rupture (left)
and a super-shear rupture (right). (a) Map view of the two examples. Both have
the same fault system geometry but different S ratio (S = 1.27 for the sub-Rayleigh
case and S = 0.64 for the super-shear case). An array of receivers (red) is placed
along the second fault near the end point of the first fault, between x = 17 km and
27 km and at a depth of 14 km. (b) Transient shear stress τ(t) (solid green) and
static strength µs σ(t) (blue) on the second fault of the sub-Rayleigh case (left) and
super-shear case (right). Each panel corresponds to a different location along the
second fault (x position indicated by label). Stopping phases generated by subRayleigh and super-shear fronts are indicated by red and yellow lines, respectively.
The super-shear rupture did not breach the step-over because splitting of the rupture
front weakens the peak amplitude of the stopping phase.
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by Oglesby, 2008 indicate that dynamic stresses, especially high frequency stress
peaks, are the dominant factor controlling the step-over jump behavior. He observed
that the critical step-over distance depends on how sharp the initial stresses taper
at the end of the primary fault, which determines the abruptness of rupture arrest
and consequently the amplitude of stopping phases. In 3D, this effect of stopping
phases can be more complicated because the shape of the rupture front can vary
depending on S, W and nucleation processes, generating multiple high frequency
radiation phases when rupture fronts hit the boundary of the seismogenic region.
The analysis of the effect of stopping phases in 3D is made more tractable here by
forcing the rupture fronts to be straight, reaching the lateral end of the primary fault
almost simultaneously at all depths (section 2.2). As will be discussed in section 2.5,
the straight rupture front assumption will generate an upper bound estimation on Hc
due to the constructive interference of the stopping phases.
To demonstrate the predominance of dynamic stresses over static stresses, we show
that dynamic stresses are much larger than static stresses in our long rupture models,
in which the terminal rupture speed on the first fault is usually close to the Rayleigh
wave speed. We select a pair of compressional and dilational step-over simulations
with the following parameter settings: S = 1.27, H = 1.5 km and W = 15 km
(Figure 2.7).
Static stress analysis would suggest that a dilational step-over is easier to breach
because the second fault is unclamped (subjected to normal stress reduction) by
rupture of the primary fault. However, when we consider the dynamic stresses,
results are much more complex. In the compressional step-over, static normal stress
increases in the second fault but a high frequency peak in dynamic stress brings it
to failure. In the dilational step-over example, the static normal stress on the second
fault decreases, lowering its strength and thus favoring the step-over jump, but the
high frequency dynamic stress peak is not sufficient to bring the fault to failure. In
both cases, static stresses alone are not sufficient to breach the step-over, because of
their relatively small amplitude compared with dynamic stresses. A slightly larger
compressional step-over jump than a dilational one is also observed in most of the
examples presented by Hu et al., 2016 and in some of the cases in Lozos et al.
(2014a) and Ryan and Oglesby (2014), especially in the sub-Rayleigh rupture cases.
This implies that the step-over distance Hc can be underestimated if only static
stress are considered, especially for a compressional step-over. Moreover, dynamic
Coulomb stresses carried by stopping phases have a different angular pattern than
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of dynamic stresses between compressional step-over (left)
and dilational step-over (right). (a) Map view of the two examples. An array
of receivers (red) is placed along the second fault near the end point of the first
fault, between x = 17 km and 27 km and at a depth of 14 km. (b) Transient
shear stress τ(t) (solid green) and static strength µs σ(t) (blue) on the second fault
of the compressional step-over (left) and dilational step-over (right). Each panel
corresponds to a different location along the second fault (x position indicated by
label). Dashed green curves are shear stresses computed in separate simulations
assuming the secondary fault remains locked.
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Figure 2.8: Peak ground velocity in the x direction at 90 degree azimuth from the end
of the first fault, as a function of distance to the end of the first fault normalized by
seismogenic depth. Three cases with different seismogenic depth W are considered
(see legend).

static Coulomb stresses. This pattern is determined by rupture speed and will be
discussed in section 4 and Appendix B.
2.4

Theoretical relation between Hc /W and S

The theoretical relation between Hc /W and S cannot be derived analytically in
3D dynamic rupture problems. However, asymptotic 2D analysis provides a good
approximation to the problem. When a straight rupture front hits the lateral edge
of the seismogenic zone producing a line source of length W, the stopping phase
it radiates can be approximated as a cylindrical wave in the near field (0.01 <
r/W < 0.1), whose amplitude decays as √1r , and as a spherical wave in the far
field (r/W > 1), decaying as 1r (Figure 2.8). Relations between the wave amplitude
in these two distance ranges, fault geometry and dynamic rupture properties are
derived in Appendix A.
The relations show that the maximum distance at which the Coulomb failure thresh-
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old can be reached is proportional to W/S 2 in the near field and proportional to W/S
in the far field. This asymptotic analysis of maximum Coulomb failure distance
under cylindrical and spherical wave approximations roughly explains what we have
observed in the simulations: Hc /W ∝ 1/S 2 when Hc /W < 0.1 (near field) and
Hc /W ∝ 1/S when Hc /W > 0.2 (far field).

The previous analysis of peak dynamic stresses provides a necessary condition for
step-over jump to happen. Lozos et al. (2014a) found qualitatively in 2D simulations
an inverse relation between Hc and the critical slip weakening distance Dc which
is proportional to critical nucleation size. Treating the step-over jump problem as
a static stress triggering problem, they proposed that Coulomb failure has to be
reached within an area larger than the critical nucleation size on the secondary fault
to successfully initiate rupture. Here, we further investigate the problem by analysis
of the nucleation criterion for 3D ruptures. The stopping phase of the primary
rupture induces a stress pulse traveling at S wave speed on the secondary fault. This
pulse has a large aspect ratio, it extends vertically across the whole seismogenic
depth but has a short width in the along-strike direction. Galis et al. (2017) found
that if the nucleation zone has an aspect ratio greater than 10, spontaneous runaway
rupture happens only if its shortest edge length exceeds a critical nucleation size. If
S ≤ 3, this critical nucleation size is independent of S and is equal to the critical
nucleation length by Uenishi and Rice (2003), which is close to Lc . If S > 3 the
nucleation condition does not depend on the aspect ratio, it is equivalent to a critical
nucleation area rather than a critical length. However, the very low initial stress
when S > 3 correspond to cases where Hc < 0.03W in our simulations. Such
small step-overs are usually ignored in fault trace mapping and hazard analysis due
to the higher likelihood of connection at depth (Graymer et al., 2007) promoting
through-going rupture. Thus, for cases of interest, the critical nucleation size Lc of
Uenishi and Rice (2003) is an appropriate criterion. Therefore, increasing Lc tends
to decrease Hc (Figure 2.4 color coded by Lc /W). This effect is weak when Lc /W is
small. Our previous analysis based on the maximum distance for Coulomb failure
to occur hence provides an upper bound on Hc .
2.5

Discussion

Comparison to empirical observations of Hc
From the analysis of simulation results, we find that the critical step-over distance Hc
depends primarily on seismogenic width W and strength excess ratio S. In addition,
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it is slightly modulated by the nucleation size Lc , which is explained by the effect of
nucleation on the secondary fault by dynamic stresses carried by stopping phases.
Our modeling results are in first-order agreement with empirical estimates of critical step-over distance (Wesnousky, 2006; Wesnousky and Biasi, 2011; Biasi and
Wesnousky, 2016). The ratio of shear stress to effective normal stress on the San
Andreas fault and other major inter-plate faults has been inferred to be around 0.2 to
0.3 (Noda et al., 2009), which indicates an S ratio to be greater than 1.5 considering
a dynamic friction coeffcient of 0.1 and a static friction coefficient of 0.6.
When S > 1.5, our simulation results for both compressional and dilational stepovers are well represented by Hc /W ≈ 0.3/S 2 , and hence Hc /W < 0.2. For a
typical W = 15 km for continental strike-slip faults we expect Hc < 3 km, which
agrees with previous observations (Wesnousky, 2006) and numerical simulations
(Harris and Day, 1999). The above arguments demonstrate that our new model
is consistent with the previous "5 km recipe" when applied to typical continental
inter-plate strike-slip faults.
However, our results indicate that empirical criteria for step-over jumps may not be
readily applied to faults with different W and S under different tectonic settings, such
as oceanic and intra-plate strike-slip earthquakes. Our theoretical results provide a
more accurate estimate of Hc for given S and W. For a specific region, a range of
S values can be constrained by information on regional stresses and fault geometry.
The stress state of a fault can be estimated by projecting the regional stress tensor
onto the fault plane. The seismogenic depth W can be estimated by the termination
depth of background seismicity or by geodetic inversion of locking depth. The
nucleation size Lc is a more uncertain parameter, which may be inferred from
seismological observations of large earthquakes (Mikumo, 2003; Fukuyama, 2003),
but has only a second-order effect on Hc .
Additional support for the major effect of seismogenic depth on critical step-over
distance is provided by the compilation of empirical observations by Biasi and
Wesnousky (2016). Their figure 9 shows that longer ruptures with similar rupture
depth extent are not necessarily stopped by wider step-overs. This is consistent
with our theoretical arguments in which the amplitude and reach of stresses near the
primary rupture tip depend on rupture width but not on rupture length.
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Effect of a thick seismogenic layer
One important factor that challenges the "5 km criterion” is the dependence of
Hc on the thickness of the seismogenic layer, W. There are several reasons for
variability of seismogenic thickness. The first controlling factor is the geothermal
gradient, which controls the brittle to ductile transition of the crust and the deep
seismic to aseismic transition of faults. Cooling of an old oceanic crust increases
this transition depth and makes the seismogenic layer thicker, which is consistent
with a large Hc in the 2012 Indian Ocean earthquake (Meng et al., 2012). The Indian
Ocean earthquake has an extraordinary penetration depth of 50 km (Yue et al., 2012)
which is 2-3 times the depth of an average continental strike-slip earthquake. So we
expect the maximum step-over width to be around 10-15 km considering the same
S ratio. Moreover, the Indian ocean earthquake is reported to have larger stress drop
(Meng et al., 2012) indicating a smaller S ratio, which makes the observed 20 km
step-over jump (Meng et al., 2012) a possible scenario. Subduction of an oceanic
crust greatly decreases temperature around it, which may deepen the brittle-ductile
transition on crustal faults in the over-riding plate. This effect has been proposed to
explain a rupture depth of 25 km in the 2016 Mw 7.8 Kaikoura earthquake inferred
from geodetic data (Hamling et al., 2017). For the same thermal reason, we expect
intra-plate earthquakes to have a thicker seismogenic layer (Copley et al., 2014) and
hence a larger Hc than inter-plate earthquakes.
Dynamic processes that promote large rupture width can favor wider step-over
jumps. Ruptures can penetrate deeper into the velocity strengthening region where
ruptures cannot nucleate spontaneously. Our theory actually relates the critical
step-over distance to rupture width, more fundamentally than to seismogenic width.
Hence larger step-over distances are expected for large earthquake ruptures that
penetrate below the seismogenic depth, for instance due to thermal weakening
processes (Jiang and Lapusta, 2016).
Our results on strike-slip faults have implications also for other faulting types. To
apply our model to dip-slip faults, we need to replace the Mode II stress intensity
factor with the Mode III one, which involves a factor of order 1 that depends on
Poisson’s ratio. In dip-slip faults, the seismogenic width is larger, W = h/sin(α)
where h is the seismogenic depth and α the dip angle. We hence expect Hc to
be larger for faults with shallower dip angle α. In addition, the step-over distance
conventionally defined in map-view is larger than the fault distance defined here in
the normal direction to the fault plane. Biasi and Wesnousky (2016) found a larger
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critical step-over distance in dip-slip faults, which can be around 12 km.
Relations between fault system geometry and seismogenic depth may complicate
the relation between Hc and W. Zuza et al. (2017) found that the spacing between
strike-slip faults is also proportional to W. This means that although Hc is larger in
areas with thicker seismogenic layer, the probability of a fault step-over jump is not
necessarily larger, because of the sparsity of closely spaced secondary segments.
Step-over jumps with lower initial stresses
Our model indicates that ruptures have trouble breaching step-overs at low background shear stress (large S ratio yields small Hc /W). On natural faults, we expect
S  1 to be typical because stress drop estimates are of a few MPa on average and
strength drop can be several 10 MPa in the absence of excessive fault zone fluid overpressure. Faults operating at low background stress may have to breach step-overs
by localizing slip into a more connected fault system (with narrower step-overs)
(Cooke, 1997; Myers and Aydin, 2004).
In addition to a thicker seismogenic layer (Copley et al., 2014), intra-plate earthquakes have average stress drop significantly larger than inter-plate earthquakes
(Allmann and Shearer, 2009; Scholz et al., 1986). Moreover, Kato (2009) suggests
that, in contrast to inter-plate faults, the loading of intra-plate faults is dominated
by regional plate stressing rather than by aseismic slip in deeper extensions of the
fault, hence the loading of the seismogenic zone tends to be more spatially uniform
than on inter-plate faults. These arguments imply that intra-plate faults can operate
at overall smaller S ratio than inter-plate faults, thus allowing for wider step-over
jumps during earthquakes.
The possibility of step-over jumps can be affected by relations between seismogenic
depth and the long-term average stress at which a fault operates. In earthquake cycle
models of faults loaded by deep creep (Kato, 2012), it is found that as W increases
the average stress decreases. Fracture mechanics analysis of this problem leads to
p
a relation that can be formulated as S + 1 ≈ W/Lc . Together with the relation
Hc /W ∝ 1/S 2 for large S we obtain Hc ∝ Lc . For small S this model requires
W ≈ Lc and, considering the relation Hc /W ∝ 1/S, we obtain Hc ∝ Lc /S. Hence,
the aforementioned class of earthquake cycle models predicts a closer relation
between critical step-over distance and nucleation size than suggested by our singleearthquake dynamic rupture models.
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A procedure to assess the potential for step-over jumps
While our new model incorporates parameters such as W, S and Lc , it is based
on simplifying assumptions that may not be appropriate for all step-over problems.
For example, we assume the fault strands to be parallel, which is not always the
case. As described in Poliakov et al. (2002), the stress field near a propagating
mode II rupture promotes secondary ruptures at an angle with the primary fault
that depends on the background stress tensor and on rupture speed. Parsons et
al. (2012) proposed to estimate the probability of multi-segment earthquakes by
calculating the static Coulomb stress perturbation induced by one segment on all
the surrounding segments. This method neglects dynamic stresses and can lead to
substantial underestimation of jumping probability, as shown in section 2.3. We
propose the following procedure to assess the potential for a step-over jump in a
specific case scenario:
1. Run a dynamic rupture simulation on the primary fault.
2. Record the dynamic stress on all secondary faults.
3. Determine if failure is reached over a contiguous zone larger than nucleation
size, for given set of initial stresses.
Comparing with the alternative approach of running a dynamic model of the whole
specific step-over system, our proposed method is more computationally efficient. A
conservative estimate is obtained by assuming a very small nucleation size. In step
3, the initial stresses on the secondary faults can be varied over a range constrained
by independent considerations, without the need to repeat step 1.
Potential limitations
Here we summarize the main limitations of our model and suggest potential improvements or clarify their effects on the estimations of Hc .
We assumed that the initial fault stress results from a homogeneous regional stress
field. In reality, fault stresses can be heterogeneous at a step-over due to stress
concentrations caused by past earthquakes near fault tips. Others have considered
different uniform stresses on the two fault segments (Harris and Day, 1999). Revisiting our derivation assuming the stress states on the two faults are different, we
find that our Hc prediction equation remains the same after simply replacing S with
the ratio S0 between the strength excess of the second fault and the stress drop of
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the first fault. Due to residual stresses left by previous ruptures, S0 can be significantly smaller near the step-over than our previous estimate of S > 1. This allows
for larger Hc and reconciles our simulation results with typical observed step-over
jumps in the km range even when S is high far from the step-over. The role of stress
heterogeneity on step-over jumps can also be addressed through earthquake cycle
modeling (Duan and Oglesby, 2006; Shaw and Dieterich, 2007; Yıkılmaz et al.,
2014). The fundamental results assuming homogeneous initial stress presented here
can help understand the outcomes of such more complete models. For example,
we expect initial shear stress to be mostly concentrated near the deep edge of the
seismogenic zone due to creep on the deeper portion of the fault (see, e.g., figure
1 of (Kato, 2012)). If this stress concentration is substantial, we should observe
a tendency for ruptures on secondary faults to initiate in the deepest part of the
seismogenic zone. However, the coarse resolution and small number of finite fault
inversion results of earthquakes with step-over jumps (Wald and Heaton, 1994; Yue
et al., 2012; Field et al., 2014; Hamling et al., 2017) do not allow to determine if
such a tendency occurs in nature.
We assumed a rectangular rupture area and a vertical rupture front. In reality, rupture
area and rupture front can have complicated geometries due to fault geometry as well
as stress and frictional heterogeneities, which can generate multiple strong phases. In
our model, the rupture front forms a perfect line source and is a worst-case scenario
because it generates the strongest constructive interference. Our simulation results
thus serve as an upper limit estimation of the amplitude of stopping phase radiation.
We assume rupture termination to be very sharp, as if the rupture encountered a steep
increase of fracture energy or a sharp decrease in shear stress. In reality rupture
arrest can be gradual, for instance if rupture is stopped by an area of smoothly
decreasing initial stress (Oglesby, 2008), which leads to weaker stress concentration
and stopping phases and hence less efficient step-over jumps. In these regards, our
model provides an upper bound on Hc , which is useful for a conservative hazard
analysis.
Step-over jumps can be facilitated by structural features such as intermediate fault
segments (Lozos et al., 2014b) or linking faults (Oglesby, 2005). An important case
is a flower structure, in which two fault segments that are separate at the surface
merge into a single fault at some depth.
In this case, dynamic rupture simulations by Aochi (2003) showed that ruptures
break through the step-over by taking advantage of the deep linkage, regardless of
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how wide the gap is at the surface, unless the deep rupture pathway is too narrow
due to a linkage depth too close to the bottom of the seismogenic zone. The stepover distance at the surface is proportional to the linkage depth if the average dip
angle of the fault branches is controlled by the internal frictional angle of the crust
(Naylor et al., 1986; Di Bucci et al., 2006). Thus flower structures could also
lead to critical step-over distances Hc proportional to W. Distinguishing between
the deeply linked faults interpretation and the parallel faults interpretation of the
relation Hc ∝ W needs further investigation of the geometry of active faults at depth.
Sometimes the evidence is not sufficient to determine if a step-over had a linking
fault with significant slip over a significant depth range that clearly contributed to
the (apparent) step-over jump. In some cases a linking fault with little slip, or too
shallow slip, may just be a by-product of the larger scale rupture across the step-over
without contributing much to it. The theory we developed provides physical bounds
on what is possible without linking faults, and this may assist in the interpretation
and discussion of specific cases. For example, applying our theory to a particular
(hypothetical) example in which surface rupture on a linking fault is documented,
one may be able to argue that, given the background stress, stress drop, seismogenic
depth and step-over distance, in principle the rupture could have jumped the stepover even without a linking fault. In such an example, the theoretical argument can
motivate further study of the amount and depth extent of slip on the linking fault in
order to assess to what extent it contributed to the rupture across the step-over.
We assume that both fault segments are embedded in a homogeneous elastic halfspace. However, most fault zones will include a low velocity layer surrounding
the fault plane (Lewis and Ben-Zion, 2010; Huang and Ampuero, 2011; Finzi and
Langer, 2012a; Finzi and Langer, 2012b). The elastic modulus of this layer adjacent
to the primary fault can be smaller than host rock and also different from the elastic
modulus of the layer adjacent to the secondary fault. The gradation in the elastic
properties in the overlapping region may contribute to the complexity of the radiated
field through multiple reflections and transmissions (Ben-Zion et al., 2003; Huang
et al., 2014). For certain frequencies, this may lead to amplification of the dynamic
displacement and may affect the rupture trigger-ability on the secondary fault.
We assumed a linear slip weakening friction law, i.e. fault strength decreases linearly
with accumulated slip. A non-linear slip-weakening law with steeper weakening at
small slip facilitates nucleation (Dunham, 2007) and hence can increase Hc . As is
found by Ryan and Oglesby (2014) in their 2D step-over simulations, the functional
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form of a frictional law has only a second order effect on a step-over problem given
constant fracture energy. We thus expect our scaling relation derived from slip
weakening friction law to hold for rate-and-state friction law.
Ruptures propagating on rough faults decelerate and accelerate non-uniformly leading to enhanced seismic radiation (Shi and Day, 2013). Also, a rupture on a
non-planar fault may stop abruptly before reaching the end of the fault due to strong
variations in the fault strike or stress heterogeneity. This would also be a source
of stopping phases and strong radiation (Madariaga et al., 2006). The former may
promote jumping large step-overs by enhancing the high frequency component of
the wave field. The latter may be important to investigate in future studies for its
implication on earthquake triggering or delayed jumping across fault segments.
Ample evidence from laboratory and numerical studies points to the relevance of
enhanced dynamic weakening during fast rupture propagation while rupture nucleation is controlled by rate-and-state frictional behavior (Rice, 2006; Noda and
Lapusta, 2013). As a consequence, nucleation sizes on natural faults can be orders
of magnitude smaller than what is assumed in the present study. However, as the
critical nucleation size decreases towards 0, we expect Hc to increase and converge
to an upper bound value controlled by stress amplitude rather than nucleation size.
This upper bound is given by the theory developed in section 4 and is close to the
value obtained in our simulation results.
To simplify the discussion, we focus our attention on cases with S < 3, for which
the critical nucleation size has a weak dependence on S. For S > 3, the critical
nucleation size increases rapidly with S, and the critical step-over distance could be
even smaller than predicted by extrapolating the results presented in Figure 2.4.
2.6

Conclusions

The present computational and theoretical study of earthquake rupture on faults
with step-overs provides fundamental insights on the physical factors controlling
the limits on the step-over distance that a rupture can jump. By conducting a
systematic set of 3D dynamic rupture simulations on strike-slip faults with uniform
pre-stress and friction properties, we have established theoretical dependencies of
the critical step-over jump distance Hc on seismogenic depth W, pre-stress level
S (the ratio of strength excess to stress drop) and critical nucleation size Lc (the
ratio of shear modulus to slip-weakening rate). An understanding of the mechanical
origins of these dependencies is obtained by analytical arguments based on fracture
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mechanics. A critical step-over jump distance model of the form
Hc ∝ W/S n
is established where n = 2 in the near-field regime when Hc < 0.2W (or S > 1.5)
and n = 1 in the far-field regime when Hc > 0.2W (or S < 1.5). Nucleation size
has a second order effect on critical step-over distance; increasing Lc decreases Hc
mildly.
We estimate the critical step-over distance to be a fraction of the seismogenic depth.
This theoretical estimate is of the same order of magnitude as the maximum stepover distances derived empirically for continental strike-slip faults. Our model in
particular predicts that earthquakes with exceptionally large rupture depth extension
can breach proportionally wide step-overs. This prediction is consistent with observations of earthquakes in regions of thick oceanic lithosphere for which ruptures
breaching step-overs wider than 10 km have been reported, such as the 2012 Mw 8.6
Indian Ocean earthquake (Meng et al., 2012) and the 2016 Mw 7.8 Kaikoura earthquake (Hamling et al., 2017). Our results also suggest that the maximum step-over
distance widely used in hazard analysis may not be conservative enough for faults
that operate at relatively high average stress and have thicker seismogenic zone, for
instance intra-plate faults.
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Chapter 3

IMAGING SUBDUCTED SLAB USING DEPTH PHASES
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ABSTRACT
A recent study of a shallow Kuril subduction zone event displays significant waveform multi-pathing for paths propagating down the slab towards Europe (Zhan et al.,
2014a). Here, we present results from the reverse direction, that is the effects on
depth phases of deep events propagating up the slab. Differential travel time sP-P
analysis shows a systematic decrease of up to 5 seconds from Europe to Australia
and then to Pacific which is indicative of a dipping high velocity layer above the
source region. Finite difference simulations indicate that a slab shaped structure that
follows the Benioff zone at shallow depth and steepens beyond 400 km produces a
model that can account for the sP-P differential travel times of our 5s for oceanic
paths.
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3.1

Introduction

One of the most fundamental achievements produced by the Vela program, i.e. a
twenty-five year program, is that setting off large explosions at known locations and
origin times demonstrated that the Earth is not PREM (Kerr, 1985). In particular, the
Longshot experiment located on Amchitka Island reveals over 5 seconds anomalies
in P-wave travel times along slab paths as discussed by Davies and Julian (1972).
Early tomographic imaging suggest that such subduction is not simple in that some
slabs flatten-out and some drop into the lower mantle, (Creager and Jordan, 1984),
and more recently Obayashi et al. (2013) and Simmons et al. (2012). While these
images and interpretations are generally consistent, they do not produce significant
waveform distortions because the anomalies are too small to explain the waveform
complexity (Figure 3.1) see Zhan et al. (2014a). Because of the difficulty in knowing
the locations and origin times of off-shore events situated along the Pacific Basin,
one can examine the waveform shapes directly between an outer-shore event vs. an
event in the down-going slab. Obviously, those signatures are distinctly different
even though the events are less than 300 km apart (Zhan et al., 2014a). By comparing
such an event pair, one can ascribe all the differences in the observed waveform to
the source side structure differences.
Here, the waveforms are aligned on the PREM model predictions. A particularly
useful method to produce a mechanism is the Cut-And-Paste (CAP) method which
was developed by Zhu and Helmberger (1996) for regional phases and Chu et al.
(2009) for teleseismic phases. The method breaks-up the synthetic seismograms
into segments containing the P and S waveforms and searches for the best shifts
required to both fit the time shifts (∆t) between synthetics and observed waveforms
and earthquake source mechanisms (strike, dip and rake). Note that these shifts are
relative to the epicenter location and origin time, both are poorly known. Investigators interested in studying distributed sources just apply these shifts manually
and search for the fits of the depth phases, i.e. Langston and Helmberger (2007)
and (Helmberger, 1983) at all distances. Figure 3.1 shows that two near events, one
occurring in the slab, the other an outer-rise event, which display obvious waveform
distortions compatible with a slab structure and origin time. Figure 3.1D displays
the geometry and 2D simulation for the outer-rise event where the teleseismic phases
are less affected by the slab structure. At small distances, i.e. 30◦ , the paths sample
the bottom of the slab, which needs some adjustments as well as the most distant
data near 90◦ . These distances are critical to both core-mantle boundary structure
and shallow structure where the phase sP develops, see Figure s1, which displays

Figure 3.1: Modified from Zhan et al. (2014a). Waveform observations and simulations for the 2009/09/10 Mw 5.9 inter-plate earthquake
and the 2007/01/13 Mw 6.0 outer-rise earthquake. (A)Record-sections of observed (left panel, black) and synthetic (right panel, red)
seismograms for the 2009 inter-plate earthquake, aligned by the first P arrivals. (B) Similar to (A) but for the 2007 outer-rise earthquake.
(C) 2D finite-difference simulation of the 2009 inter-plate earthquake (red star) with a high-velocity slab (outlined by the white line).
The inset shows the triangular velocity profile across the slab, with 5% perturbation in the slab center. Black lines display the P wave ray
paths to tele-seismic distances of 30◦ , 60◦ and 90◦ , respectively. (D) Similar to (C) but for the 2007 outer-rise earthquake.(E) The red
and yellow stars are the interplate and outer-rise earthquakes respectively.
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how slab structure affects all distances as discussed in 3D by Lu and Grand (2016).
Since such slabs exist, they should affect the depth phases from deep events in the
direction of the Pacific, as displayed in Figure 3.2. Ray paths (pP and sP) sampling
the slab should be early and distorted, i.e. multi-layered, as displayed in Figure
3.2. Here, we have assumed a mechanism derived for a deep event in this region
used in two previous efforts and included in Figure 3.2, Zhan et al. (2014a) and
Wei et al. (2013). Note that a thrust mechanism generates a strong PP phase, which
can interfere with pP at distances less than 50◦ and sP near 80◦ , Figure 3.2B. The
phase pPcP can also prove troublesome. Therefore, one must be careful to isolate
particular arrivals and work with differential measurements such as displayed in
Figure 3.2. Moreover, there are issues involving the well-known deeper fast velocities (slab debris) and the mid-Pacific super-plume, the so-called Large Low Shear
Velocity Provinces (LLVSP) structure. Differential studies can, hopefully, provide
some constrains on the upper slab structure not normally included in tomographic
studies.
3.2

Waveform Data and Processing

The May 24 2013 Mw 6.7 sea of Okhotsk earthquake occurs at a centroid depth
of 642 km which provided an opportunity to study depth phases that travel upward
along the slab. The event has a relatively simple source process and large enough
to provide a large enough signal to noise ratio to study. The data used, here, was
downloaded from the Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) by
applying standard procedures and plotted as a record section, Figure 3.3. The signals
are low pass filtered to below 0.2 Hz to eliminate the supershear rupture directivity
effect (Zhan et al., 2014b). We plot these seismograms by aligning them according
to their P wave arrival time such that we can easily compare arrival time of other
phases with respect to P. The azimuths to the various stations is color coded, where
we predict the depth phases should be early (green and blue) towards pacific and
normal (red) towards Europe. The sample at red stations are located mostly in nontectonic Eurasia continental regions while most of the blue traces were recorded by
Pacific Island Stations. Note that the noise level is distinctly higher at these stations
along with receiver-site waveform complexity in general. Since the pP phase is
nodal, the phase sP appears to be the most useful where, for example, TARA and
MANU arrive earlier with respect to P arrival than at KEV. Most of the paths
sampling between 60°and 70°agree with this assessment, which can be verified by
running the CAP code on these records, presented in Figure 3.4A.
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As introduced earlier, the CAP code allows synthetics to shift over a window to
obtain the best fits. For example, at station ANTO, the best cross-correlation (CC)
as observed on the vertical component was 0.61 and 0.60 on the radial component,
with a timing shift relative to PREM of 0.6 second. The sP results are given on right,
i.e. −1.0 second and with their differential equals −0.4 second. The results from the
Pacific Island Stations display lower CC’s but consistent travel time anomalies as
displayed in Figure 3.4B. This relative shift is about 4 to 5 seconds and is independent
of origin time and depth estimate issues. The differential timing results are included
globally on the station map, Figure 3.4C. However, the waveform shape distortions
prove difficult to establish given the noisy signals without removing site effects. In
the next section, we will address some progress in matching the data in the two
profiles.
3.3

Modeling efforts

Earlier we introduced a synthetic record section of using PREM model against
adding a slab structure assuming the mechanism of the 2013 event, which dips to
the east, Figure 3.2. This produced a strong PP phase and the strength of reflected
core phases, i.e. pPcP, relative to weak PcP. In contrast, the radiation pattern
produces strong PcP which is apparent at this azimuth, Figure 3.6. Thus, this record
section is simpler and since continental site responses are relatively simple as well,
such data has been widely used in developing reference models and tomographic
models. A prediction from the LLNL model introduced earlier (Figure 3.2) along
this 2D section agrees well with the data. We have neglected the broadening of the
phase sP due to attenuation. However the timing is matched well for all the phases.
In contrast, the profiles to the west are more difficult to model because of the strength
of the up-going phases interfacing with the slab and, secondly, the complexity of
oceanic site responses. We begin by conducting a series of sensitivity tests.
Effects of slab width
Here, we returned to the PREM model but allow the slab to have different thicknesses,
namely thin (60 km) and thick (120 km). The results plotted relative to pP are given
in Figure 3.6. We have included the synthetics for the 1D model as a reference. The
nearest ranges show some complexity as the PP phase separates from pP along with
the interaction with the 660 km discontinuity. At larger ranges PP is well behaved
and crosses the phase sP near 85◦ . As expected, the phase sP is the most affected by
the slab thickness, which is much more obvious with the thicker slab. It also tends to
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lower the amplitude because of the multipathing especially at the larger ranges. Note
the strength of the core phases, pPcP and sPcP which interact with above phases
at crossing distances making a simple analyses difficult. There is, also, the issues
of changing slab-dip and upper-mantle phase-transitions producing additional local
wavetype secondary reflections as recently introduced by Wang et al. (2014).
Slab-shape
The geometry of the slab has a strong effect on the up-going paths in terms of how
long the ray path remains in the slab, i.e. Figure 3.5. Note that the core-phases pPcP
and sPcP miss the slab since they have relatively steep paths but sample the mantle
wedge structure. These are difficult to study because of the lack of data from the
Great Pacific Basin. After running a number of test models, we find the best fitting
model that steepens within the transition zone as displayed in Figure 3.7. Such a
structure is suggested from the seismicity mapping given in slab 1.0 (Hayes et al.,
2012). Here, we just inserted the relatively fast slab into the LLNL model as in the
PREM reference (1D) model presented in Figure 3.2.
3.4

Results

Attempting to match a broadband record section across the southern Pacific proved
difficult as expected. It is much easier at periods longer than 20 s where one does
not detect the slabs and the Earth looks PREM-like. But, we have some success
and learned something about the significant effects of the complexity of radiation
pattern in what one observes. The P-wave fits are satisfactory at the smaller distances
except for some extended coda such as observed at WAKE. Such features can be
observed for other events and is probably a site response issue (Wei et al., 2013).
The signals between P and pP appear to be random and are probably oceanic island
structures generated noise. Since there is this level of signals occurring before
the P-wave although there could be embedded peg-legs caused by upper-mantle
reflectors (Revenaugh and Jordan, 1991; Li et al., 2014). The pP phase seems to
be fit in timing but the synthetic is too simple which could be caused by the strong
directivity downward that splits the pP as discussed by Zhan et al. (2014a) or the
surface reflection above the mantle wedge? The pP phase is correct in timing but
are complex, observationally as is sP. In short, there is probably a fast dipping slab,
but is difficult to accurately model without some stacking which is not possible in
the Pacific Basin.
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Station residuals as function of depth
Although we have been focusing on depth phase distortions, the same paths can
be investigated by direct phases. In this case, there are not many stations directly
above this region. The best instrumented slab is provided by Hi-Net on the Japanese
islands. Attempts at inserting slabs into tomographic images have been performed
by Zhao et al. (1994). A detailed study of these network recordings of deep events
revealed that their slab model needed to be sharpened and enhanced in velocity
along with the addition of stronger low velocity mantle wedge zones (Chen et al.,
2007). This means that shallow events should display strong azimuth path travel
time residues since some paths sense the slabs while others travel through the slow
zone. This appears to be the case as displayed in Figure 3.9. These residuals were
determined by the CAP code as discussed earlier assuming the PREM 1D models.
Generally, both the travel time delays and station amplitudes (AAF’s) are well
correlated for neighboring events or clusters (Chu et al., 2013). Obviously, in this
case the shallow event has amazing residual, along the path to western US, which
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is not observed for the deep event. Thus, systematically studying these events with
depth appears as a promising approach in their relationship to waveform distortions.

3.5

Conclusion and discussion

Given the complexity associated with oceanic paths it proves difficult to rely on
waveform distortions alone to define slab shapes. Working with larger events may
prove useful to avoid noise problems as addressed in this section as well as attempts
at refining locations and origin times.
Modeling large events
The issue of complexity caused by oceanic paths and noise can be avoided by working
with larger events because large events’ records have higher signal to noise ratio.
However, recent studies indicate that such events generally have complex rupture
patterns and extended source durations, i.e. (Wei et al., 2013). This particular event,
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Figure 3.9: The global P wave travel time residual compared with PREM model
estimated by CAP in frequency band 0.01 − 0.5 Hz for deep event (a) and shallow
event (b). A deep event shows smaller travel time deviation comparing with a shallow
event, which may indicate complicated subduction zone structure at shallower depth.

the 2013 Sea of Okhotsk Earthquake reaches a moment magnitude of 8.3 with a
complex P-wavetrain, Figure 3.10. Here, we display a few example recordings
along these two profiles, Figure 3.10. We have included the PASC recording as an
example at other azimuths. In this case, the synthetic is separated into up-going vs.
down-going excitation (Saikia and Helmberger, 1997). Note that at this range, the
phase pP arrives ahead of PP but forms a complex pattern. This type of interference
is obviously sensitive to 3D structure, which can be addressed with array data and
complicates the use of depth phases. Nevertheless, the initial beginning of the
pP phase samples the slab and arrives early at ranges up to 70◦ observed at the
Pacific stations as predicted from our above results. Normally, distributed sources
are modeled with idealized models of the Earth where only the direct P and depth
phases are included, which is indicated in the red synthetics. In this particular case,
only the direct P waveforms were used in the source inversion because of the concern
over slab structural effects. The pP and sP are predicted from the distributed source
model. Note that there are no arrivals between pP and sP while the observations
display continuous signals starting with pP. The radiation pattern of the main event
is similar to that of the aftershock but with a weaker PP. Figure 3.11 displays a
comparison of the predicted synthetics for a single event for the PREM model along
with the new tomographic model TX 2015 (Lu and Grand, 2016). Note that in this
particular model, the upper part of the slab has been inserted and the tomographic
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images adjusted accordingly. The 2D section displays the well-known fast velocities
descending around the edge of the circum-Pacific along with the Large Low Shear
Velocity Province (LLSVP). There is another slab-like structure near 110◦ since the
path crosses the Fiji-Tonga region. Figure 3.11CDE displays the synthetics predicted
from this 2D section. There are many small arrivals between P and pP caused by
up-going reflections of both P and S waves into down-going precursors to pP, see Li
et al. (2014). More important, secondary arrivals are the core-reflections as labeled.
Note that the amplitudes are normalized to P by trace which makes the latter arrivals
appear strong at the larger distances where P becomes weak moving into the shadow
zone. The differential travel times (pP-P) from this model are similar to PREM
because of the fast velocity corridor below the source effecting P more than pP.
Thus more detailed studies will be needed to refine the slab structures which will
probably require including the source information from larger events. For example,
for the case of the large event, the 2013 Mw 8.3 event, displayed in Figure 3.10 ,
one can perform a CAP analysis on the direct P and depth phases pP and sP. As in
Figure 3.4 for the small event, the results of the big event are given in Figure 3.12.
Some samples towards the east Europe which are expected to be more PREM-like
are given in Figure 3.12A while the samples towards the west Pacific are shown in
Figure 3.12B. The data is displayed in two columns for each direction. Note that
the depth phases are lagged about 4s relative to the direct P wave in the Europe
direction while there is no lag in the Pacific direction. The difference with the small
event where there is negative lag in the Pacific direction may be ascribed to the finite
source effect of the large event and uncertainties of source locations. But the relative
shorter differential travel time in the Pacific direction than in the Europe direction
is consistent with the small event. Here only the better waveform fits (high CC’s)
are included so that the timing shifts are reliable.
The up-going path sampling the slab are displayed in Figure 3.12. In this case, the
depth phases are not lagged behind the direct arrivals. The apparent offset is about
4s in agreement with the smaller event, i.e. Figure 3.4. Unfortunately, the source
directivity appears to overwhelm the slab waveform distortions.
In summary, we have examined the azimuthal behavior of depth phases and determined that the differential travel times (pP-P and sP-P) appear to be systematically
shorter for paths sampling slabs. Secondly, it appears that slab shapes that increase
their dip with depth are preferred, which allows the ray paths to remain in the slab
longer.
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Chapter 4

PATH CORRECTION OPERATOR
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ABSTRACT
Most finite fault inversions require the generation of a large number of synthetics.
This becomes viable by excluding ranges except in the lower mantle where ray paths
encounter smooth velocity gradients and become easily approximated at distance 30
degree to 90 degree. Thus, plane-wave approximations in the source region and at
the receiver side can be convolved together along with a spreading operator, Os(t),
usually assumed to be a delta function along with an amplitude factor to generate
synthetics. However the presence of slabs can introduce additional complexity
as recently demonstrated (Zhan et al., 2014a). Hence, we develop path correction
operators replacing Os(t) that corrects for specific slab geometry and/or tomographic
geometries. This procedure allows 1D synthetics to be convolved by this operator
before comparing against observations. Numerical tests demonstrates the usefulness
of this approach.
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4.1

Introduction

A major issue in earthquake source inversions of great subduction zone earthquakes
is understanding what is caused by rupture complexity and what is caused by earth
structure. Both high frequency back projection and finite fault source inversions
make unrealistic assumptions about such structure. The former assumes that the
earth is a whole-space and does not have a free surface while the latter approximates
the teleseismic data (30 °to 90 °) with plane wave geometric ray-optics. However,
when we consider shallow earthquakes caused by subducting slabs, free-surface
reflected phases interfere with primary arrivals and slab structures induce multipathing effects on the wave field which call both methods into problems. This study
will address these issues where we introduce path correction operators.
As an introduction, we will give a brief review of the best recorded great event to
date, namely the Mw 9 Tohoku earthquake. This event had nearly a thousand highrate GPS observations along with even more triggered strong motion recordings .
However, all of the recordings are one-sided as are most subduction zone events
situated on the edge of the Pacific ocean. Preliminary Reference Earth Model
(PREM) (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981) assumes an uniform crustal thickness
of 24 km which is not appropriate for the Pacific basin (Figure 4.1). Thus when
locating epicenter and determining origin time using teleseismic travel time which
is very sensitive to shallow structures , there is a great deal of uncertainty introduced
by this 1D approximation.
Chu et al. (2011) shows that improved epicenters can be achieved by using a well located master event which greatly changes the distributed source solution as displayed
in Figure 4.3(AB) with a shift of the strongest offsets by over 20 km. Fortunately,
this event was recorded by 5 off-shore type observations (Sato et al., 2011) which
demonstrates large shallow rupture which confirmed the correctness of the calibrated method. Checkerboard slip modeling demonstrates the importance of this
data in locating major rupture zones (Wei et al., 2012). The slip amplitude changes
because of the depth dependence caused by the dipping fault structure, which here
assumed to be on a 10 °dipping rectangle. Although this dip is likely to be variable
with position (Zhan et al., 2012) which is also simulated by Simons et al. (2011). Of
course, the main reason for such strong features in the inversion results involves the
alignment methods when fitting synthetics to observations which involves timing
shifts in the alignment of seismic waveforms. However, doing so will result in a shift
of the whole slip patch due to the error introduced by simplifying a slab structure
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with a 1D velocity model in the inversion procedure. To get rid of this artifact, one
viable solution is to constrain the source location with GPS data.
Because the regional seismic data is the least sensitive to the poorly known velocity
structure, Lui et al. (2015) chose a 1D layered model to invert for focal mechanism of
small events in this region. Results of such an inversion on all the local seismic data
for the big event are presented in Figure 4.1 allowing two distinct types of slip-rate
functions, i.e. the simple cosine-half-cycle and the Kostrov like function (Kostrov,
1964) that allows a square root type singularity at the fault edge favored by dynamic
considerations in panel B. Excellent results from 0 to 2.5 Hz are indeed produced
from the using wavelet inversion scheme introduced by Ji (2002a) and Ji (2002b)
without including global data. For the detail of this method see supplementary
material (Wei et al., 2012).
In summary, this event is unique for both the information provided about the rupture
process but also as an important constrain on seismic effects produced by 3D
seismic structure. Since global waveform data was not used and if this source model
is accurate, we should be able to predict global waveforms directly with some results
highlighted in the lower panel of Figure 4.3.
These predictions are based on idealized assumptions generally used in teleseismic
waveform inversions assuming that only the direct P and the depth phases pP and
sP reflecting from a free surface control the shape. The phase PcP is weak at the
distance ranges approaching 90 °so this is a reasonable assumption, but that is not
so for ScS and especially for the radial motions (SV). In general, the fits are quite
good at stations in northern Europe (azimuth 331-337) but less good in Southern
Europe azimuth (azimuth 299-307) where a strong pulse near 75s occurs which is not
predicted. Although an argument can be made that this phase is caused by scattered
pP from the ocean bottom interaction with the radiation from the strong asperities,
here we will concentrate on expanding the methodology to correct for path effects.
We start with a brief review of how finite sources are presently determined following
the generalized ray approach. This is followed by an introduction of new simulation
methods that can generate short period seismograms. Next, the concept of path
correction operators is discussed. We end with a discussion of how well-known
finite sources can be used to test 3D earth models.
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4.2

Methodology

Because we are dealing with source inversion, we focuses on body waves (P and SH
waves) which are the most commonly used in high resolution source inversions. The
earliest efforts involved the importance of including the depth phase and the generation of synthetic seismograms (Langston and Helmberger, 2007). Following this
approach, we compute the responses for the three fundamental types of earthquakes,
namely a pure strike-slip , a dip-slip and a dip-slip viewed at 45 °. Any other source
mechanisms can be obtained by a linear combination of these three fundamental
modes. We start with a simple approximation for the vertical component involving
a free surface.
3
M0 Õ
[C j (p0 )δ(t) + C j (p0 )RpP (p0 )δ(t − ∆t pP )+
W(r, z, t) =
4πρ0 j=1

ηα
RPZ (p0 )
SVj (p0 ) RsP (p0 )δ(t − ∆tsP )]A j
ηβ
Os (t − t0 )

(4.1)

with ηα and η β the vertical slowness for the ray parameter p0 connecting the source
and the receiver. The first term represents the direct P-wave, followed by the pP
reflection lagged by ∆t pP = 2H(ηα ) and reduced by the reflection coefficient RpP
and the sP arrival, ∆tsP = H(ηα + η β ). The C j (p0 ) and sv j (p0 ) represent the vertical
radiation patterns while A j (Θ, δ, γ) contains the azimuthal correction in terms of
strike = Θ, dip= δ , and rake = γ . The Rpz (p0 ) is the receiver function for arriving
P-wave with z(vertical component), see Helmberger (1983) for details. The Os (t −t0 )
represents the decay with distance or spreading factor(SF). ∆t pP = 2H(ηα ) , time
lag of pP and ∆tsP = H(ηα + η β ) , time lag of sP .
δ(t−t0 )
0)
where t0 is the
For a whole space, the SF or Os (t − t0 ) = dtd ( H(t−t
R ) =
R
travel time, and R is the distance. Synthetics produced by this generalized ray
method demonstrates the adequacy of the geometry spreading approximation which
d 2T
is commonly used, mainly Os (t) = (α tan i)/(r03 cos(i) sin ∆| d∆
2 |) i = take off angle
, T is the travel time and ∆ the distance in degrees (Bullen, 1965). For distances
between 30 °and 90 °, see Helmberger (1983).

Crustal corrections can be added by replacing the simplified depth phases Rpp ,
Rsp and the receiver function with plane-wave propagators assuming p0 i.e. K 2
Although this assumption can fail for deep events when plane-wave theory or first
motion approximation breaks down, Helmberger (1983).
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Figure 4.4: (A) Vs model with water layers. White star shows the position of the
sources position and triangles indicate the receivers . (B) Vertical displacement for
the model with water (red) and without water (black). The waveform looks similar
because the arrivals trapped in the ocean are transmitted downward into the mantle
and does not go to the local receivers. (C) Snapshot of vertical velocity from a flat
water model (top) and a sloping water model (bottom). The source is an explosion.
The water phases are clear. A useful procedure for locating off-shore earthquakes
is to determine the water depth directly above the event by modeling the various
water phase arrivals, PwP etc. Since the water depths are well known, it can help
constrain the location (Chu et al., 2011)

4.3

Advances in simulation

Global seismic tomography is making major gains with comparisons of 1D and 3D
synthetics online for many significant earthquakes assuming RCMT point source
excitation . This proves effective at longer period (> 12s) applying the 3D Spectral
Element Method (Komatitsch and Tromp, 2002). Since synthetic waveforms from
2D cross-sections assembled from 3D models generally agree (Chen et al., 2007).
The shorter periods involved in distributed ruptures can be addressed. An example
application of the above code is presented in Figure 4.4 for a simplified section
containing an oceanic edge. Note that the water bottom arrivals do not reach land but
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are deflected to more distant stations as predicted by analytical codes (Helmberger,
1983). This seems to be the reason why simple 1D model are effective in simulation
strong motions as in the above Tohoku Earthquake study. However, local ocean
bottom structure can greatly complicate their distant arrivals as discussed by Chu
et al. (2011). This 2D code has also been used extensively in Chu et al. (2012) with
some results given in Figure 4.5.
The panel on the left of Figure 4.5 displays a tomographic image for a 2D cross
section along the Washington-Oregon border showing the Juan De Fuca slab after
Schmandt and Humphreys (2010) assuming AK135 model. Their model is transformed into the panel on the right that is more consistent with regional travel times
along with waveform matching. Note the slab is both fast and sharp.
The model is consistent with oceanic structures on the left and agrees with event
seismicity maps indicating the upper slab edge. The structure changes considerably
to the north and south in order to satisfy the US array data provided by the well
recorded 2008 Nevada earthquake, see Chu et al. (2012). Analytical ray-based
methods such as WKM (Ni, 2003) can be used directly on existing tomographic
models. The method has been benchmarked against pseudo-spectral methods (Ni,
2003) for 2D models and for 3D, using diffraction corrections, Helmberger and Ni
(2005), as reported on Ni et al. (2005) against SEM results.
As global images develop, we can resolve more detailed images of slab structures
as they encounter the lower mantle (Sun and Helmberger, 2010; Sun et al., 2016)
As global seismic images become better developed, we can resolve a great deal
of variation at depth. This means that the geometry involving events and stations
becomes particularly important. Note that injecting slabs into reference models
produces significant issues, Lu and Grand (2016). They compute global synthetic
seismograms down to 12s for apriori slabs which removes slab wave guide distortions, but yields significant source mislocations depending on recording geometry
especially for South American events. Testing existing global models maps into
errors up to 0.5% in S velocity anomalies even in the lower mantle depending on
region and particular methodology used in tomography.
Furthermore, adding Pn travel times along with 3D ray tracing resolves some slabs
in the tomographic upgrade by Simmons et al. (2012) and Simmons et al. (2015). In
some cases, out of plane model complexity is important. For example, at short periods, evidence of lateral variation rapidly develops. Such characteristics for western
United States have been examined in terms of multipathing by Sun and Helmberger
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Figure 4.5: Figure modified from Chu et al. (2012). Seismic structures derived from
observed waveform complexities showing (a) dipping structure and (b) the edges of
the Juan de Fuca Slab (Sun and Helmberger, 2010).(c) Map view of a tomographic
image at 100km for the western United States (Schmandt and Humphreys, 2010).
The location of JdF slab derived from waveform complexity agrees with the slab
from travel-time tomography.(d) We show tomographic P wave velocities of the Juan
de Fuca (JdF) slab from Schmandt and Humphreys (2010) and (e) the hybrid model
constructed from forward modeling of waveform data and travel times. The location
of the cross section is shown as AA’ in the map. Note the difference between the
color scales in Figure 2d and 2e. In Figure 2c, MTF refers to the Cape Mendocino
transform fault and SRP is the snake River Plain.
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(2010) , where both in-plane and out-of-plane complexity is observed in the USArray data for body waves. To model such 3-D features , we can calculate several
2D sections and then combine them using diffraction methods (Helmberger and Ni,
2005). Synthetics generated in this way match 3D SEM results for record section
sampling the edges of the African Large Low Shear Velocity Provinces (LLSVP)
(Ni et al., 2005). Their model LLNL has been used effectively in developing sharp
features in Ko et al. (2017). An example record section connecting a deep event
beneath SA to USArray is displayed in Figure 4.6. Here the results from analytical
and numerical are in excellent agreement . Adding sharper-edges causes the WKM
results to differ which can be fixed as presented by Ko and Zhan 2017. at the AGU
fall meeting.
4.4

Path correction operator

In this section we address the adaptation of those new methods to generate some
new tools for studying earthquake excitation, in particular, those along subduction
zones.
For shallow subduction zone earthquakes , the ray paths involving P and surface
reflected phases sample similar paths as illustrated in Figure 4.7. Figure 4.7A
displays the placing of a slab-like structure into a reference model. Figure 4.7B
contains an image of the wavefield with P traveling down the slab followed by
the reflected phases. A diagram of the simulation is given in Figure 4.7C which
the idealized P pP and sP combination for the reference model on the left being
convolved with a slab operator to construct the corrected response. Note that adding
up point source solutions to generate a distributed finite source is a simple linear
process and such an operator can provide a useful tool for correcting for path effects.
In this section, we calculate the effect of the slab structure on the whole seismogram
by calculating only its effects on P waveform and make it an operator Os (t). Then
we convolve this Os (t) with P wave train (including surface reflections for shallow
event) of the synthetics calculated by 1D structure (Figure 4.7(C)). Here, all the
synthetics are generated by the 2D Finite-difference method (Li et al., 2014).
The finite frequency effect is displayed in Figure 4.8. When the seismic wave length
is comparable to the slab width (Figure 4.8C), the travel time effect become blurred
and the boundary reflections and refractions merge. At still even longer wavelengths,
the slab structure is basically ignored by the wavefield (Figure 4.8D). Only at the
shorter wavelength (Figure 4.8B ) does the slab becomes obvious. The sensitivity
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at sill larger periods in 3D last been explored in Lu and Grand (2016) where the 3D
point source approximations or RCMT is assumed.
In Figure 4.9A we present 1D synthetics compared to 2D synthetics computed
directly, the slab operator displayed in Figure 4.9B along with a comparison of the
simulated slab synthetics in Figure 4.9C. Note that the slab effect develops near 50
° and less as in the example presented earlier Figure 3B. Changing the dip of the slab
shifts the pattern significantly as predicted. The example operators are appropriate
for the focal depth of 40 km and 80 km, where the distance travelled along the slab
causes the most delay for the shallowest event.
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4.5

conclusion

We reviewed issues encountered in finite source modeling involving large subduction zone events. Essentially, locating the origin and strongest off-set prove difficult
without the use of timing corrections and/or complete GPS coverage which is not
available for oceanic environments. Moreover, by allowing timing shifts when aligning synthetic seismograms with observed waveforms we lose some more important
information. In summary, we need better Green’s functions and increased data
coverage at all ranges and the ability to include slab effects. Both analytical methods such as WKM (Ni, 2003) and numerical methods such as 2D Finite-difference
method (Li et al., 2014) are available to address the issue as introduced. Here, we
discuss the development of the slab operators that can be used to account for the
first order effects of a dipping slab. This simplification allows present plane wave
approximation to be used more effectively. We also introduced possible correction
operators where 2D and 3D effects can be applied and used in testing the trade-offs
between rupture complexity and the Earth’s structure. Some of such applications
was included in Chapter 3 in terms of timing shifts for reflected phases i.e. pP and
sP where slab effects are obvious.

(b)

(c)

(d)

slab model
1D model * slab operator

Figure 4.9: (a) (c) Slab operator made by deconvolving P phase generated by slab model from that generated by 1D PREM model. (a)
for a source depth of 40km and (c) 80km. (b) (d) Comparison of the slab model synthetics with that generated by convolving 1D PREM
synthetics with the slab operator. Here the wavetrain is composed of P pP and sP phases.(b) for a source depth of 40km and (d) 80km.
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slab model
1D model * slab operator
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Chapter 5

DYNAMIC RUPTURE SIMULATION OF THE 2015 MW 7.8
GORKHA EARTHQUAKE
5.1

Introduction

High frequency back projection and finite fault inversion have revealed depth dependent rupture processes during the 2015 Mw 7.8 Gorkha, Nepal earthquake. Back
projection of teleseismic P waves at frequencies around 1 Hz reveals radiation spots
along the down dip edge of the rupture zone identified by finite fault inversions
based on teleseismic and local continuous GPS data at much lower frequencies,
below 0.2 Hz (Avouac et al., 2015; Yagi and Okuwaki, 2015; Grandin et al., 2015).
Bayesian finite source inversion, which provides not only a best fitting model but
also the uncertainty around that model, shows that the down-dip portion of the rupture has larger roughness and uncertainty in slip, rupture speed and rise time than
its up-dip portion (Yue et al., 2017). Depth dependent rupture processes have been
observed in several large subduction megathrust earthquakes (Lay et al., 2012) such
as the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake (Ishii et al., 2005) and the 2011 Tohoku
earthquake (Meng et al., 2011). In addition, a broad spectrum of intermingled
fast and slow slip processes ranging from non-volcanic tremor to slow slip events
(Ide et al., 2007) occur near the seismic-aseismic transition zone, which suggests
a complicated mixture of stable and unstable fault zone properties at those depths.
Indeed, models accounting for heterogeneous fault properties have reproduced key
aspects of this spectrum of slip behavior (Luo and Ampuero, 2017). It is thus
suggested that fault heterogeneities play an important role in co-seismic rupture
processes. Specifically, they may contribute to stronger high frequency radiation at
depth during large earthquakes.
While finite fault inversions can generate source models that explain low frequency
data, they face major challenges in simulating high-frequency ground motion, which
is of great importance for hazard analysis. For example, Avouac et al. (2015) conducted finite fault inversion based on teleseismic waveforms filtered from 0.01 to
1 Hz and included in the objective function of the inversion method (Ji, 2002a) constraint terms that penalize the high-frequency components of the model. Dynamic
rupture simulations, incorporating fault friction derived from laboratory experi-
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ments, aim at generating more physically-consistent rupture models and broadband
ground motions. Because dynamic rupture simulation needs as input the initial
stress distribution on faults at fine scales that are not resolved by stress estimation
techniques, previous physics-based studies of near field strong motion used stochastically generated initial stresses (Guatteri, 2003; Liu et al., 2006; Ripperger et al.,
2008; Andrews and Ma, 2016). These stochastic stress models (Mai and Beroza,
2002), while statistically consistent with earthquake observations (Andrews, 1980),
do not consider stress concentrations at the edge of the asperities which are very efficient in generating high frequency radiation (Madariaga, 1977; Kame and Uchida,
2008). Here we develop dynamic source models combining large-scale features
constrained by finite fault inversion and stochastic short-scale features guided by
earthquake cycle models.
5.2

Model

Heterogeneous stress model motivated by earthquake cycle simulations
To gain insight on the key characteristics of stresses on a fault that hosts earthquakes of various sizes, we simulate multiple earthquake cycles on a fault with
heterogeneous frictional properties. For computational efficiency we adopt the
quasi-dynamic approximation and use the software QDYN (Luo et al., 2017b; Luo
et al., 2017a). The frictional behavior on the fault plane is governed by the classical
rate-and-state friction law:
V
V ∗θ
τ
= µ∗ + a ln( ∗ ) + b ln(
)
σ
V
L

(5.1)

where τ and σ denote the shear and normal stress, respectively, µ∗ is the reference
frictional coefficient at reference slip velocity V ∗ , a and b are friction parameters, V
is slip velocity and θ the state variable. The latter evolves according to the "aging
law" (Dieterich, 1979; Marone, 1998):
dθ
Vθ
=1−
dt
L

(5.2)

where L is a characteristic slip distance. The fault is said to be velocity-strengthening
when a > b and velocity-weakening when a < b. We set up a canonical seismogenic
zone model with a velocity-weakening zone surrounded by velocity-strengthening
zones (Luo et al., 2017b). We set a uniform normal stress σ = 75 MPa, shear
modulus µ = 40 GPa and characteristic slip distance L = 0.04 m. We add small
circular patches with L = 0.005 m at the down-dip portion of the seismogenic zone.
A circular asperity exhibits stick-slip behavior if it is velocity-weakening and has
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a radius greater than a critical nucleation radius (Rubin and Ampuero, 2005; Chen
and Lapusta, 2009; Noda et al., 2013) given by, when a/b > 0.5:
Lnuc =

π µLb
4σ(a − b)2

(5.3)

In our simulation the critical nucleation radius is 1.255 km in the small circular
patches and 10.04 km outside them.
Creep gradually penetrates from the aseismic zone into the seismogenic zone. The
small asperities are loaded by the approaching creep front and their response depends
on their radius relative to the critical radius (Chen and Lapusta, 2009). Relatively
large asperities generate repeating small earthquakes, which leave high residual
stresses around the edges of their ruptures and low stresses inside. These stress heterogeneities persist until very close to the occurrence of the next event (Figure 5.1C).
The stress inside and around slightly super-critical asperities is smoother, and either
lower or higher than the background stress depending on time advance within their
cycle (Figure 5.1D). This multi-cycle simulation will serve as a qualitative guide for
setting heterogeneous pre-stresses for dynamic rupture simulation in section 5.2.
Dynamic rupture simulation
Model geometry and mesh generation
We consider a planar 7° dipping thrust fault and high accuracy surface topography
(Etopo2, 2006) (Figure 5.2, A and B). We use the spectral element method software
SPECFEM3D (Komatitsch and Tromp, 1999). To facilitate this work, we extended
the dynamic rupture solver implemented by Galvez et al. (2014) to take advantage
of GPU acceleration (Komatitsch et al., 2010) which can usually lead to a 90%
reduction in computation time on Caltech’s FRAM cluster. We use 5-th order
spectral elements. Far from the fault we use a coarse mesh with average element
size of 1000 m. Within 10 km of the fault plane we refine the mesh down to an
average element size of 330 m on the fault, equivalent to an average node spacing
of 80 m. To be consistent with Yue et al. (2017), we use the 1D velocity and density
model given by Monsalve et al. (2008). Given the minimum wave speed in the
model is 3.2 km/s, we can resolve waves with frequencies up to 10 Hz near the fault
and 3 Hz far from the fault with 5 grid points per wavelength. Following Galvez
et al. (2014), we wrap the simulation domain by a semi-spherical region in order to
more effectively absorb outgoing seismic waves.
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Figure 5.1: Multi-cycle quasi-dynamic simulation on a rate-and-state model of fault
containing small asperities. (A) Depth dependence of friction parameters a and b.
The seismogenic zone is in the depth range where a < b. (B) Spatial distribution
of shear stress on the fault (normalized by normal stress) right before a large event
that ruptures the whole seismogenic zone. (C) Top: Spatio-temporal evolution of
shear stress along a horizontal cross-section through a large asperity shown by a
long white line in (B). Bottom: temporal evolution of slip velocity at the center of
the asperity. (D) Same as (C) but for the small asperity indicated by a short white
line in (B).
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Figure 5.2: Model and initial conditions for the dynamic rupture simulations.(A)
simulation region with surface topography in the middle cubic with semi-sphere
wrapped regions which is aimed to absorbing out-going seismic wave.(B) Crosssection of the meshed mega-thrust region. The mesh is specially refined near
the fault plane. (C) Small stress patches at bottom of the seismogenic zone are
superpositioned onto the long wavelength stress field computed from kinematic
rupture model. The stress patches are randomly generated with their radius following
polynomial distribution with power -2.5. (D) Dc value in these small patches are
also stochastically perturbed downward.

Heterogeneous pre-stress on the fault
We set the large-scale stress conditions before the earthquake based on finite-fault
source inversion results and assumed friction strength. We compute the spatial
distribution of static stress drop on the fault plane from the Bayesian mean slip
model obtained by Yue et al. (2017). We then add the computed stress drnaop to the
dynamic friction µd σ, as an approximation to the initial stress under the assumption
that the dynamic overshoot or undershoot is negligible under slip-weakening friction.
The settings of µd and σ will be described in Section 5.2. To avoid large slip below
the seismogenic depth, which is delineated by the termination depth of background
seismicity (see Figure 1 of Yue et al. (2017)), we removed a large patch of stress
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drop in the northeast part of the fault (Figure 5.2 C and D) and set a small negative
stress drop of −0.1σ below seismogenic depth.
Motivated by our earthquake cycle simulation results, we add small circular patches
at the bottom of the rupture with different frictional properties and pre-stress conditions than in the rest of the seismogenic zone. The size of these asperities is set
according to the idea that, if they break in isolation, they should generate earthquakes
whose seismic moments M follow the Gutenberg-Richter distribution (Gutenberg
and Richter, 1944; Kagan, 2010a):
β

f (M) = βMt M −1−β, M > Mt

(5.4)

where f (M) is the probability density function and Mt is the cut off moment value
to guarantee a finite integral of f (M). The exponent β can take values between
0.5 and 0.66. Following Kagan (2010b) we take β = 0.5. For a circular rupture
with radius R and moment-independent stress drop ∆τ, the moment magnitude is
proportional to R3 . For a collection of such circular ruptures to be consistent with
the Gutenberg-Richter law, the probability density distribution of R must be proportional to R−1−3β . We stochastically generate circular asperities with sizes sampled
from a R−5/2 distribution (β = 1/2). This approach makes strong assumptions for
the sake of simplicity. It does not account for the fact that asperities can generate
repeating earthquakes, whose recurrence time depends on their size, and that clusters of asperities can break together sometimes. A more detailed model accounting
for these effects is beyond the scope of this study, as it would not affect the conclusions of this work. Instead of applying pre-defined along strike heterogeneities
on material properties, Michel et al. (2017) demonstrates that heterogeneous stress
can be spontaneously generated by running an earthquake cycle simulation with
a homogeneous velocity weakening region surrounded by velocity strengthening
regions, which can be an alternative way of generating short wavelength pre-stress
features.
The stresses inside and around asperities are set as follows. For seismic asperities,
we use a simplified representation of the residual stresses left by a circular rupture
(Dieterich, 1994):
(
3
1
∆τ((1 − Rr 3 )− 2 − 1) if r > R
(5.5)
τ(r) =
−∆τ
if r ≤ R
For aseismic asperities, we set uniformly higher or lower stresses than in the ambient
seismogenic zone.
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We run one model with heterogeneous patches and one without, hereafter referred
to as "rough model" and "smooth model", respectively.
Friction law and related parameters
We use a linear slip-weakening friction law (Palmer and Rice, 1973; Andrews, 1976)
with homogeneous static and dynamic friction coefficients, µs and µd , respectively.
We first set σ = 120 MPa and µd = 0.3. The combination of static friction coefficient
µs and critical distance Dc affect the rise time and rupture speed. Decreasing µd
or Dc will shorten the rise time since both will decrease fracture energy. We set
Dc = 0.4 m and µs = 0.45 homogeneously in the up-dip portion by trial and error
to fit the observation that the rupture has a rise time of around 5 seconds (Galetzka
et al., 2015). In the down-dip portion of the rupture area, we decrease Dc by
a random portion within each heterogeneous stress patch. The purpose of setting
heterogeneous Dc here is not to be consistent with the earthquake cycle model but to
create heterogeneous fracture energy which further boost high frequency radiations.
We also raise µs to a higher value and/or decrease µd to a lower value in the down-dip
portion as needed to guarantee that the pre-stress is between the static and dynamic
strengths, | µs σ| > τ0 > | µd σ|.
5.3

Simulation results

Sensitivity to model parameters
We determine the best fitting values of the friction parameters µs and Dc by trial and
error in order to fit key features of the ground motion recorded at the strong motion
station KTP. This record is composed of a major pulse and several later arrivals.
Due to its location close to the upper end of the rupture area, the major pulse is
sensitive to the smooth rupture on the shallower portion of the rupture but not to the
heterogeneities in the deeper portion. We thus use only the smooth models to test
the sensitivity of the major pulse to µs and Dc .
We show the sensitivity of the vertical velocity record at KTP to the two parameters
by perturbing around the best fitting parameter combination, µs = 0.45 and Dc =
0.4 m. Increasing µs and Dc leads to later arrival time and wider pulse width, which
is expected since both operations lead to increasing fracture energy. We give more
importance to matching the pulse width rather than the arrival time since the latter
can be affected by velocity structure errors. We did not perturb µs towards smaller
values than the best fitting value 0.45 since doing so leads to supershear rupture.
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Figure 5.3: Plot of the simulations and data of vertical velocity at the strong motion
station KTP. The simulations are those of the smooth models with different combinations of (µs, Dc ). The blue line plots the preferred model that will be used to
develop the rough model since its pulse width and timing make a best fit to the data
(magenta line).

When Dc is reduced to 0.2 m the pulse width does not decrease further nor does the
rupture time (Figure 5.3). For the sake of resolvability, we choose a larger Dc value
so that the process zone size is sufficiently larger than the mesh size. We note that
we did not search across the whole parameter space; other combinations of Dc and
µs may fit the observations equally well due to the strong trade off between the two
parameters.
Depth dependent rupture properties
In general, both the smooth model and rough model achieve a first order fit to
the kinematic model in terms of final slip and rupture time. The results of the
rough model are presented in Figure 5.4 A and B. The rough model features depth
dependent rupture properties. The up-dip portion has smoothly varying rupture
speed while the down dip portion has rapidly changing rupture speed ranging from
near zero to super-shear speed (Figure 5.4 C). As the rupture front hits the down-dip
asperities, it either suddenly accelerates or decelerates depending on whether it is
a stress high or stress low. According to Madariaga (1977) and Madariaga et al.
(2006), a sudden change in rupture speed results in strong high frequency radiations.
To better demonstrate the depth dependent rupture properties, we record the slip rate
functions f (t) on the fault plane and compute their power both in a low frequency
band (0.05-0.2 Hz) and a high frequency band (0.5-2 Hz). The spatial distribution of
low frequency power exhibits large scale variations only, while the high frequency
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Figure 5.4: Rupture time(A), rupture speed(B) and final slip distribution(C) of the
dynamic rupture simulation.
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radiation has similar large scale patterns at the up-dip portion and scattered small
patches at the down-dip portion. The latter contribute significantly to far field
high frequency radiation (Figure 5.5). As will be shown later, the high frequency
radiations at the up-dip portion of the rupture is not very well resolved by back
projection due to destructive interference.
Strong motion records at station KTP
The city of Kathmandu was instrumented with several strong motion stations at
the time of the earthquake. While most stations are positioned inside the alluvial
deposits, whose records are contaminated by a 5 s basin resonance, there is one rock
site station (KTP) whose record captures more clearly the source effects (Rajaure
et al., 2017). We thus compare the KTP recording and the synthetics generated
at this site by our smooth and rough models. To emphasize the low frequency
part of the signal, we integrate the data from acceleration to velocity when making
comparisons in time domain. Both models generate a characteristic velocity pulse
with a duration of 5 seconds which fits the observation (Figure 5.6). The offset
in timing is caused mainly by two factors: 1) our dynamic models have spatially
uniform settings of µs and Dc in the up dip portion which leads to relatively uniform
rupture speed there, and 2) the velocity model may not be accurate enough. The
rough model generates more energy than the smooth model in the frequency band
above 1 Hz. In particular, the rough model has multiple wiggles arriving after the
main pulse while the smooth model does not. That means small asperities as our
model presents are needed to increase the high frequency radiation of the source.
The spectral peak around 0.2 Hz is of great interest (Rupakhety et al., 2017; Galetzka
et al., 2015) since it corresponds to a characteristic period of both the source (its rise
time) and the basin resonance effect, which cannot be easily separated. We find that
our simulation with a 1D velocity structure generates an amplitude of the vertical
component comparable with observations but underpredicts the amplitude of the
horizontal components (Figure 5.6). A plausible explanation is that the KTP record
has a hint of basin effect which amplifies 0.2 Hz frequency waves especially in the
horizontal direction. It is shown in Takai et al. (2016) that basin effect involves
much stronger amplification in horizontal directions than vertical direction.
Moment rate function
The tele-seismic radiation of our models is analyzed here by inspection of their
moment rate functions (Figure 5.7-A). We compare their spectra to the moment
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rate spectrum inferred by Lay et al. (2017) from a combination of finite source
inversion at low frequencies and tele-seismic P-wave spectra at high frequencies
after compensating for attenuation effects (Figure 5.7-B).
Our rough model has stronger high frequency content in its moment rate function
than the smooth model (Figure 5.7). The smooth model does not produce enough
tele-seismic high frequency radiation between 0.1 and 3 Hz. The rough model
produces a moment rate spectrum much closer to the one inferred by Lay et al.
(2017). Some deficiency in high frequency remains, but it is comparable to the
uncertainty due to the approximate account by Lay et al. (2017) of the effect of
surface reflected phases pP and sP, which can bias high the inference of source
spectra, especially at high frequencies, as shown by Boatwright and Choy (1992).
High rate GPS
There are 5 high rate GPS stations whose sampling rate can be as high as 5Hz
(Galetzka et al., 2015). With epicenter distances smaller than 200 km, their velocity
records can be simulated by our dynamic model, which are shown in Figure 5.8. Due
to the basin resonance at a period of 5 seconds, we filtered the data and synthetics
to a frequency band of 0.02 Hz - 0.1 Hz. The addition of down-dip heterogeneities
does not change the low frequency synthetics at these high rate GPS stations. This
indicates that the low frequency content of the data is not sensitive to small scale
heterogeneities at the down-dip portion of the rupture.
5.4

Discussion

Source spectrum
The source spectrum of an elongated pulse-like rupture (a Haskell source model)
with rise time Trise shorter than its rupture duration Trup , is flat at low frequencies
(ω < 2/Trup ), decays as ω−1 at intermediate frequencies (2/Trup < ω < 2/Trise )
and as ω−2 at high frequencies (ω > 2/Trise ). We fit a power-law spectral decay
ω−n to the moment rate spectra shown in Figure 5.7-B in the frequency band
2/Trup < ω < 2/Trise . We obtain n = 1.38 for the observationally inferred spectrum,
n = 1.84 for the smooth dynamic model and n = 1.58 for the rough dynamic model.
The deviation of the decay behavior from the Haskell spectrum model (n = 1) is due
to the heterogeneity of the source along strike, which is in contrast to the uniform
slip, rise time and rupture speed assumed in the Haskell model. The rough model
can be seen as composed of several large asperities in the up-dip part of the rupture
and many small asperities in its down-dip part. Lay et al. (2017) showed that adding
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up multiple Gaussian shaped moment rate functions reproduces to the first order the
overall spectrum of the event. Our smooth dynamic model with only large asperities
in the up-dip part produces a spectrum decay close to ω−2 . In the rough model,
the small asperities in the down-dip part postpone the onset of ω−2 decay to higher
frequencies.
Near-field high-frequency radiation and damage
There is an abundance of low-storey buildings in Nepal whose resonance frequency
is well above 1 Hz. Instruments that have resolution at high frequencies are only
installed near Kathmandu city, which covers a very small area of the rupture, near its
up-dip part, and of the damaged area. No recordings are available in the regions right
above the down-dip portion of the rupture where strong high frequency radiations are
expected to be generated. The peak ground velocity (PGV) distribution calculated
by a previous study (Koketsu et al., 2016) using a kinematic source model was
limited to frequencies up to 0.4 Hz.
We show the PGV generated by our rough model in both a broad band (0-3 Hz) and
a high frequency band (1-3 Hz) in Figure 5.9. Compared with the broadband PGV
(Figure 5.9A), the high-frequency PGV (Figure 5.9B) is stronger in the northern
part closer to the down-dip asperities. The region with large high-frequency PGV
spans the two counties with the highest fatality rate (above 1%) as calculated by
Koketsu et al. (2016), but does not include the city of Kathmandu.
Comparison of near-field and far-field ground motion
We compare ground velocities produced by our model at different distances from
the source in Figure 5.10. Due to the limitation of the finite simulation domain, the
largest distance considered is about one fault length away from the source. We find
that the spectra at frequencies above 0.3 Hz are very similar and follow a ω−1.38
asymptotic decay. At low frequencies the near-field spectra are flat whereas the more
distant spectra increase with frequency. These spectral properties are consistent with
a transition from near-field ground velocity roughly proportional to the slip rate in
the rupture area closest to the station, to far-field ground velocity proportional to
seismic moment acceleration.
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Figure 5.9: A: Distribution of broadband (0-3 Hz) peak ground velocity from our
rough dynamic source model. B: High-frequency peak ground velocity (1-3 Hz).
The red shaded regions are the only two districts with a fatality rate above 1%. The
yellow shaded region is the Kathmandu city region.
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Figure 5.10: Vertical ground velocity time series (A) and spectra (C) produced
by the rough dynamic source model at sites located at different distances from the
rupture as indicated by blue triangles in the map (B). Curve colors indicate their
site-source distance: from blue at near-source distances to red at farther distances.
High-frequency radiation in the up-dip portion is not visible by teleseismic
back-projection
Destructive interference causes the high-frequency radiation from the up-dip portion
of the rupture to be unseen by teleseismic back-projection. Back-projection with
beam forming is an array processing technique by stacking closely spaced seismic
records shifted by a travel time from a trial source. If the trial source location
coincides with the true source location, the stacked signal is much stronger than if
the trial and true sources are not coincident. One basic assumption of the beam
forming method is that the records stack constructively only if the trial and true
source locations coincide (Fukahata et al., 2013; Ishii et al., 2005).
The impulse response of the beam forming processing (also known as the array
response function) is peaked at the true source location and has several secondary
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maxima elsewhere. The width of the main lobe of the impulse response can be of
several wavelengths. A smooth line source, which resembles the smooth rupture
processes at the up-dip portion of the rupture, results in a superposition of multiple
such impulse response functions with different phase shifts. This causes destructive
interference which annihilates most of the beam forming energy throughout the
rupture, leaving only two peaks at the beginning and end of the rupture (Figure B.2).
To demonstrate this destructive interference effect on the imaging of the Gorkha
earthquake source specifically, we design numerical experiments that back project
the seismic wave generated by our dynamic source models at two typical frequencies
used by previous studies (Avouac et al., 2015; Yagi and Okuwaki, 2015; Grandin
et al., 2015): a low-frequency component of 0.25 Hz and a high-frequency component of 2 Hz. In a real implementation of back-projection, researchers usually
divide a frequency band into small narrow bands, and integrate the power generated
at each band. The two typical frequencies we chose can represent the frequencies
around them. We assume an idealized situation in which the receivers are uniformly
positioned globally, with high spatial density and high coherency at all inter-station
distances. The finite source is represented by multiple point sources whose rupture
time is taken from the rough dynamic model. We simulate seismograms produced
by the finite source at all stations and then back-project them on the fault. The
forward and backward propagator is a time shift operator with the time shift calculated using the 1D PREM model. We neglect the amplitude decay so that each
receiver contribute to the beam-forming energy with the same weight. As shown in
Figure 5.11 B and D, the low-frequency back-projection image has energy patches
covering the whole seismogenic depth while the high-frequency image has that concentrated at the deeper portion of the seismogenic zone. This can be explained by
the analysis in appendix A that back-projection energy is concentrated where there
are rapid changes of rupture speed or slip amplitude (Figure B.2).
5.5

Conclusion

Our dynamic rupture simulations utilize deterministic long wavelength initial stress
from kinematic inversion results and stochastic short wavelength asperities at the
down-dip portion of the rupture inspired by earthquake cycle simulations and earthquake observations. This novel approach, with simple dynamic parameter settings,
reproduces the frequency dependent rupture process, in particular the concentration
of high-frequency radiation in the down-dip part of the rupture. The addition of
deep asperities produces stronger high-frequency content both in the strong mo-
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Figure 5.11: Back projection demonstration of single frequency source (A: 0.25 Hz,
B: 2 Hz) model generated using amplitude and phase information from the dynamic
model. Due to interference of the finite source, constructive interference at 2 Hz
only occurs at the down-dip part where source amplitude and rupture speed vary
rapidly.

tion at station KTP and in the moment rate, which improves the agreement with
observations.
We do a back projection test using our dynamic rupture model in two frequency
bands. The 0.25 Hz back-projection image shows energy all across the seismogenic
depth while the 2.0 Hz back-projection has energy focused on the down-dip portion
of the rupture. These modeling results agree with previous back projection results.
We also model the strong motion distribution in the near source region. The region
right above the northern part of the rupture experiences higher peak ground velocity
than the southern part. This agrees with the fact that two counties in the northern
part have the highest fatality rate.
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Chapter 6

SOME ADVANCES ON THE SPECTRAL ELEMENT
EARTHQUAKE CYCLE SIMULATOR
6.1

Introduction

Simulation of long term fault slip interspersed by seismic events is of great importance for understanding earthquake physics and long term forecasting. A canonical
approach of treating the problem as an elastodynamic problem coupled with nonlinear frictional boundary conditions have been established during decades of studies
(Shibazaki and Matsu’ura, 1992; Cochard and Madariaga, 1996; Rundle et al., 1999;
Kato, 2004; Liu and Rice, 2005; Hillers et al., 2006; Dieterich and Richards-Dinger,
2010). This so called earthquake cycle simulation is a multiscale problem because
the fault slip velocity ranges from several milimeters per year which represent the
plate moving rate to several meters per second which represent the slip rate during
an earthquake. As a result, the simulation time step will have to be dynamically adjusted so as to be computationally affordable. Solving the elastodynamic equations
of motion with inertia term using explicit time marching scheme is the most efficient
from a per time step perspective. However, that requires the Courant stability condition (Courant et al., 1986) to be satisfied so that the maximum allow time step size is
on the order of grid size divided by wave speed which makes the simulation during
interseismic period intractable. To tackle this issue, one approach is to replace the
inertia term with a radiation damping term (Rice, 1993; Cochard and Madariaga,
1994) such that the equations of motion is converted to equations of equilibrium
during interseismic period. This requires a switch that change the simulation from a
quasi-static one to a dynamic one which is usually judged by maximum slip rate on
the fault (Lapusta and Liu, 2009). So another approach is to use an implicit scheme
to solve the equation of motion (Pipping et al., 2016). Boundary integral methods
has been successfully implemented to solve this elastic boundary value problem
because of its computational efficiency. However, this approach requires that the
elastic response (Green’s function) between any two points on the fault plane to be
available. This usually requires that the material properties inside the bulk to be
homogeneous.
With the fast deployment of high performance computing resources and the de-
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Figure 6.1: Sketch of the elastodynamic boundary value problem. The elastic body
is denoted as Ω while the fault plane is denoted as Γ. The quantities displacement
u and stress tensor Σ can be discontinuous across the fault plane.

velopment of sophisticated numerical methods, solving large scale elastodynamic
problem with complicated material properties becomes possible. The spectral element method has been successfully applied to solving large scale elastodynamic
problems due to the pioneering work of Komatitsch and Vilotte (1998). (Kaneko
et al., 2008; Galvez et al., 2014) introduced the dynamic fault solver into the code
enabling it to model co-seismic slip during earthquakes. Kaneko et al. (2011) developed a 2D quasi-static solver coupled with the spectral element solver to solve
for long term fault evolution. However, their method assumes symmetric material
properties across the fault so that the particle velocity on two sides of the fault can
be computed by simply divide the slip rate by 2. Also, the normal stress on the
fault remain unchanged due to symmetry. These assumptions substantially limit
its usage. Here, we develop a new method that removes the symmetry assumption
which makes it able to solve generalized long term fault evolution problem with
complicated geometry.
6.2

The elasto-dynamic problem with boundary conditions

Earthquake cycle simulation involves solving a elastodynamic problem in an elastic
body Ω (see Figure 6.1)
∂ j Σi j + fi = ρuÜi

(6.1)

1
Σi j = ci j kl (∂k ul + ∂l u k )
2

(6.2)
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∀u, Σ ∈ int(Ω)
coupled with the following boundary conditions on the fault plane Γ:
T + = Σ+ · n+ = −Σ− · n− = T −

(6.3)

u+ · n+ = −u− · n−

(6.4)

∀u+/−, Σ+/−, T +/− ∈ Γ
(6.3) means that the traction on the two sides of the fault plane must be opposite
and (6.4) means the normal displacement must be continuous across the fault plane.
Additionally, another boundary constraint will be provided by friction law, we here
present the general form of the famous rate-and-state friction law:
δÛ = uÛ+ − uÛ−

(6.5)

Û θ) = 0
f (T +, δ,

(6.6)

Û θ)
θÛ = g(| δ|,

(6.7)

Û T +, θ ∈ Γ
∀δ,
Where δÛ denotes the slip velocity and θ denotes the state variable through which the
Û
boundary traction T + depends not only on the current δÛ but the whole history of δ.
The functional form of f in (6.6) is as such: we decompose T + into:
σ = T + · n+

(6.8)

τ = T + − σn+

(6.9)

where σ and τ denotes normal traction and shear traction. With the addition of the
background stress (σ0, τ0 ), the total stress must satisfy:
Û
δÛ0 θ
| δ|
)) = 0
(6.10)
|τ + τ0 | − |σ + σ0 |(µ0 + a log( ) + b log(
Lc
δÛ0
Where f0 , δÛ0 are reference frictional coefficient and reference slip rate.
This problem (1) − (10) is solvable with numerical methods such as finite difference
method, finite element methods and spectral element method. However, the elastic
wave propagation problem as formulated by (6.1) and (6.2) require a very refined
time discretization as governed by the Courant stability condition, which posits that
the time step ∆t have to be smaller than the spatial discretization size ∆h divided
by wave speed Vp . Usually , this will result in a time step of a fraction of a second
where we would like to model several earthquake cycles that span tens of years .
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6.3

Quasi-static approximation

Because of the harsh stability condition of the original problem, we reformulate the
problem by omitting the inertia term on the right hand side of equation 6.1 such
that we assume that the system will reach elastic equilibrium at every time step. We
further assume that the body force f = 0. Now equation 6.1 is replaced by
∂ j Σi j = 0

(6.11)

We employ the following updating scheme for solving equation (6.3)-(6.11), assuming we have (un, uÛn, δÛn, τn, σn, θ n ) where the subscript n means the discretized
quantity at time step n.
(0) Define temporary variable
Û̃ θ̃) = (uÛn, δÛn, θ n )
Û̃ δ,
(u,
(1) update state variable θ using equation 6.7:
∗
Û̃ θ̃)∆t
θ n+1
= θ n + g(| δ|,

(6.12)

(2) Calculate boundary traction
∗
Û̃ k,l
Σn+1,i
j = ci j kl (un + u∆t)

(6.13)

∗
∗+
σn+1
= (Σn+1
· n+ ) · n+

(6.14)

∗
∗+
τn+1
= |Σn+1
· n+ − σen+ |

(6.15)

∗
(3) Calculate updated δÛn+1
using equation 6.10.

∗
δÛn+1
= δÛ0 exp(

∗ +τ |
|τn+1
0
∗ +σ |
|σn+1
0

− f0 − b log(

∗
δÛ0 θ n+1
Lc )

a

)

(6.16)

∗
(4) Compute the following elastic equilibrium problem to get uÛn+1

∗
∗
∂ j ci j kl (∂k uÛn+1,l
+ ∂l uÛn+1,k
)=0

(6.17)

with boundary conditions:
∗,+
∗,+
∗,−
∗,−
n+j ci j kl (∂k uÛn+1,l
+ ∂l uÛn+1,k
) = −n−j ci j kl (∂k uÛn+1,l
+ ∂l uÛn+1,k
)

(6.18)
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∗,+
− ∗,−
Û
n+j uÛn+1,
j = −n j un+1, j

(6.19)

∗,+
∗,−
∗
uÛn+1,k
− uÛn+1,k
= δÛn+1
− Vpl

(6.20)

(5) update temporary variable
Û̃ θ̃) = 1 (uÛn + uÛ∗ , δÛn + δÛ∗ , θ n + θ ∗ )
Û̃ δ,
(u,
n+1
n+1
n+1
2
∗ , θ ∗ , δÛ∗ ) to the
and loop through (1)-(4) again. Now we assign the value of (uÛn+1
n+1 n+1
Û
variables (uÛn+1, θ n+1, δn+1 ) to finish one time evolution step. As for the time step,
we use the same method as Kaneko et al. (2011) to adapt the time step size to the
maximum slip rate on the fault plane.
This method is similar in idea to the Runge-Kutta method, the difference is that
in Runge-Kutta method, one uses only variables in previous time step to calculate
variables at future time step. But in this problem, due to the complicated dependence
relation between variables, we sometimes use the variable at the the current time
step to calculate other variables at the same time step. Of all the evolution steps, step
(4) is the most time consuming one which involves solving an elastic equilibrium
problem with boundary conditions. We use the spectral element method to solve
this elliptic partial differential equation. (equation 6.17 - 6.20)
6.4

Spatial discretization: The spectral element representation

The spectral element method is a special kind of finite element method with orthogonal basis functions. For simplicity, here I consider only a 2D problem. To solve
∗
step (4) in a discrete configuration, we define uÛn+1
= [U, V] which represent the
velocity in x,z direction respectively. We further decompose
[U, V] = [U1, U+2 , U−2 , V1, V+2 , V−2 ]
The subscript 1 means quantities in the interior of the domain and subscript 2 means
quantities on the fault plane. The superscript +/− means the quantities on two side
of the fault plane. I write out the discrete form of the elastic equilibrium equation
(i.e. equation 6.11)

 U   0 

  1 


  


 V 1   0 

  


 U +  Bτ · n+ 

  2 
x
(6.21)

  − = 


 U 2  Bτ · n−x 

  


 V +  Bτ · n+ 

  2 
z

  − 


 V 2  Bτ · n−z 

  


K
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where K is the stiffness matrix, with the constraint that
U +2 − U −2 = δÛx

(6.22)

V +2 − V −2 = δÛz

(6.23)

Bτ · n+x + Bτ · n−x = 0

(6.24)

Bτ · n+z + Bτ · n−z = 0

(6.25)

and

By eliminating redundant variables in matrix representation: Define a linear transform
1 0 0 0 0 0




0 1 0 0 0 0


D=
(6.26)

0
0
1
1
0
0




0 0 0 0 1 1


Then

 0  U 
   1
 U   0   V 
 1    1
     +
  δÛx  U 
T V 1 
D  −  +   =  2− 
U 2   0  U 2 
 −    +
V 2   δÛz  V 2 
     
 0  V −2 
   

(6.27)

 0 




 0 


Bτ · n+ 

x
D
 =0
−
Bτ · n x 


Bτ · n+ 

z


−
Bτ · nz 



(6.28)

and

So

0
 
 
U 
0
 1
 
 
δÛ 


V
 x
1
DK DT  −  = −DK  
(6.29)
0
U 2 
 
 −
 δÛ 
V 2 
 z
 
 
0
 
equation 6.29 is solvable with conjugate gradient method since DK DT is a symmetric positive definite matrix.
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Parameter
P wave speed
Shear wave speed
Poisson’s ratio
Density
Reference slip rate
Reference frictional cfficient
Characteristic slip distance
Effective background normal stress
Plate moving rate
Rate and state parameter a
Rate and state parameter b

Symbol
Vp
Vs
v
ρ
δÛ0
f0
L
σ0
Vpl
a
b

Value
4800m/s
2771m/s
0.25
2670kg/m3
10−6 m/s
0.6
84 µm
120Mpa
6.342 × 10−11 m/s
0.0144
0.0191(0.0097)*

Table 6.1: Parameter setting for the benchmark test.
6.5

Benchmark test

We modify the work of Kaneko et al. (2011) to enable simulation of a Mode II
rupture hereafter referred to as Kaneko 2011. Results given by our new algorithm
will be compared against that given by Kaneko 2011. The simulation domain has
homogeneous material properties to facilitate the Kaneko 2011 method (Figure 6.2).
The loading is applied by letting the upper and lower boundary to slip relative to
each other at a constant rate Vpl . To reduce computational cost, we use an average
node spacing of 0.75m. There are two theoretical estimates of critical nucleation
size as given by Rice and Ruina (1983):
h∗R

π µ∗ L
=
4 σ0 (b − a)

(6.30)

2 µ∗ Lb
π σ0 (b − a)2

(6.31)

and Rubin and Ampuero (2005):
h∗A =

µ
. Note that for mode II crack, the effective shear modulus µ∗ = 1−v
where v is the
Poisson’s ratio. Using values in Table 6.5, the minimum h∗A value for this problem
is 10.53 m which is 14 times the average node spacing and the minimum h∗R for this
problem is 3.19 m which is 4.3 times the average node spacing. Considering that
when a/b > 0.5, h R is a better estimate than h A (Rubin and Ampuero, 2005), our
mesh is fine enough to resolve the physics.

The results of the benchmark test are shown in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4.
In Figure 6.3, there is a rupture time difference between the results given by two
methods which accumulates to 0.01 year at the fourth cycle. In Figure 6.4, slip
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Figure 6.2: Settings of the numerical simulation.(a) Boundary conditions (b) and
(c) Initial conditions. In (c), φ is defined as log(δÛ0 θ/Lc )
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at the second and third cycle are plotted. There is some mismatch in the seismic
event towards the end of the third cycle (between 15 and 20 years). Some plausible
explanations are: 1) we apply normal stress coupling in our new method which
may generate some small perturbation; 2) We apply conjugate gradient method
(CG) to solve for velocity field while the Kaneko 2011 method use CG to solve
for displacement field. It’s difficult to set consistent CG error bounds for both
methods. Given the problem is highly non-linear, small perturbation accumulation
may lead to noticeable difference as time elapses. The Kaneko 2011 method has
been benchmarked with the boundary integral method. So this bechmark shows that
our new method can produce consistent results as the Kaneko 2011 method when
the case is reduced to a symmetric one.
Modeling earthquake cycle on a bi-material fault
One usage of our new algorithm is to conduct earthquake cycle modeling on bimaterial faults. The model setting is similar to the previous settings for the bench-
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the whole domain is the log plot of slip velocity. v1 , v2 is the critical velocity for
transition from dynamic solver to quasi-static solver and the other way around.

mark test except that half of the domain has faster Vp and Vs (see Figure 6.2 values
in the bracket for the upper half.) The fault slip profile of one full cycle is shown
in Figure 6.5. Previous work have been done on the cycle simulation of a long
rupture (Erickson and Day, 2016) where the rupture length is much larger than the
critical nucleation size h∗ . We here present the cycle simulation for the case when
fault size is similar to h∗ . There is normal stress reduction in x < 0 and increase
in x > 0 due to the bimaterial effect that favors slip in the slip direction of the
compliant medium(Figure 6.6). The consequent results of this normal stress change
Û < 0.01m/s) in the x < 0
is that more slip is dissipated as slow slip (slip rate | δ|
part and more slip is reserved for dynamic rupture in the other side. In Figure 6.6, I
plot the normal stress change, together with maximum slip rate (white curve). The
black lines that cross the whole fault length are the log plots of slip rate at different
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Figure 6.7: Plot of CPU hour cost with respect to number of elements in the domain
and fitted with a power relation

snapshots. The two red dashed line are the critical velocity for the transition from
quasi-static solver to dynamic solver (v2 ) and the other way back (v1 ).
6.6

Conclusion

Previous work has shown that the direct coupling of normal stress σ to the calculation
of shear stress may incur non-convergent solution (Ranjith and Rice, 2001; Cochard
and Rice, 2000). It is thus suggested to use a second state variable to regularize
the evolution of σ (Ampuero and Ben-Zion, 2008). This will need to be included
into the current code. The algorithm can be further extended for 3D simulations
by leveraging the existing 3D spectral element solver (SPECFEM3D) developed by
Komatitsch and Tromp (2002). The matrix inversion problem in Equation 6.29 can
be solved by conjugate gradient method by iteratively apply the forward operator
DK DT which can be done efficiently in SPECFEM3D with GPU. The conjugate
gradient solver has been developed and testes with the solver’s time complexity
scale with O(n1.4 ) (Figure 6.7) for a typical boundary value problem as described in
Equation 6.29 and plotted in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8: An example of a fault boundary value problem with complicated fault
geometry.
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Appendix A

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 2
A.1

Critical step-over distance in the near-field and far-field regimes

We develop an upper bound on Hc based on asymptotic stress analysis near a singular
crack tip, ignoring the role of cohesive zone size Lc . The stress field at close distance
r and azimuth θ (counter-clockwise, relative to the rupture direction) from a running
crack tip is
Kd Σd,i j (θ)
σi j (r, θ) ≈ σ0,i j (r, θ) +
(A.1)
√
r
where Kd is the dynamic stress intensity factor which is a function of rupture speed
and Σd,i j (θ) is an angular pattern. Theory (Madariaga, 1977; Madariaga, 1983) and
numerical simulations (Madariaga et al., 2006) show that this sudden change of
stress intensity factor causes radiation of strong high frequency phases. If arrest is
simultaneous along the terminal edge of the first fault, the stopping phase is radiated
by a line source of finite length W. Hence, in the near field (r/W  1) the stopping
phase is approximately a cylindrical wave but in the far field (r/W  1) it is a
spherical wave. This creates two different amplitude-distance decay regimes: the
√
stopping phase amplitude is proportional to 1/ r when r/W  1 and to 1/r when
r/W  1. The stress field near the crack tip (at distance r and azimuth θ from the first
fault tip) when there is a sudden arrest of the rupture can be decomposed into three
parts: 1) the background homogeneous stress σ0,i j ; 2) the static stress field σs,i j (r, θ)
K Σ (θ)
caused by the running rupture right before the rupture arrest σs,i j (r, θ) = d √d,ir j ;
3) The stopping phase caused by the simultaneous arrest of the rupture along the
lateral edge. Only the third part is time dependent and we refer to Madariaga (1977)
equation (36) which is the solution of S wave stopping phase for 2D in-plane shear
rupture. We omit other complicated wave phenomenon while only keeping the S
wave part of the stopping phase which we observed to be the major contributing
factor. We compact all the other terms of Madariaga (1977) eq(36) into Σsp,i j (Vr , θ)
while highlight the dependence of part 3) on Ks and r
σi j (r, θ, t) = σ0,i j +

Kd Σd,i j (θ) Ks Σsp,i j (Vr , θ)
+
H(t − r/Vs ),
√
√
r
r

(A.2)
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and in the far field
σi j (r, θ, t) = σ0,i j +

Cs Πsp,i j (Vr, θ)
H(r − t/Vs ),
r

(A.3)

Σsp,i j (Vr , θ) and Πsp,i j (Vr , θ) are near field and far field angular patterns. We have
observed the rupture jump to occur after the pass of the stopping phase which
means H(r − t/Vs ) = 1. Since the dynamic wave field is much larger than the static
component at large distance, we have omitted the static component in the far field
expression. For a 3D rectangular crack with large aspect ratio (L/W > 0.25), K at
the short edge is very close to that of a mode II crack in 2D with length W (Noda
√
and Kihara, 2002): Ks, Kd ∝ ∆τ W if L  W. We define
κi j (Vr , θ) =

Kd Σd,i j (θ) + Ks Σsp,i j (Vr , θ)
√
∆τ W

(A.4)

and

Cs Πsp,i j (Vr, θ)
(A.5)
W∆τ
These quantities are dimensionless and have no dependencies on W and S ratio.
After inserting these dimensionless quantities, the stress on the second fault is
ξi j (Vr, θ) =

κi j (Vr, θ)
σi j (r, θ) = σ0,i j + p
r/W

(A.6)

in the near field and

ξi j (Vr, θ)
(A.7)
r/W
in the far field. A necessary condition for rupture on the second fault is that the
shear stress exceeds the static frictional strength:
σi j (r, θ) = σ0,i j +

τ(rc, θ c ) > µs σ(rc, θ c )

(A.8)

where fault shear stress is τ = σx y and normal stress is σ = σyy . To satisfy this
necessary condition with maximum step-over distance
Hc = rc sin(θ c )

(A.9)

we need to find rc and θ c that maximize rc sin(θ c ) under the constraint A.8. Solving
this optimization problem is difficult if θ c depends on S. However, we have observed
that θ c is almost constant, with value near 30 degrees, in all our compressional stepover simulations. In dilational step-overs, for most cases with W > 10 km nucleation
also occurs at a fixed azimuth of around −120 degree in the backward direction
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(a)

(b)

Figure A.1: Dilational step-over jump with three nucleation attempts. Successful
nucleation in the forward direction with respect to the primary fault’s end point.
Seismogenic depth is W = 10 km. Rupture time contours on (a) primary fault and
(b) secondary fault. The fault overlap section is 0 < x < 20 km.
(Figure A.2), which is consistent with previous 2D simulations (Harris and Day,
1999). There are exceptions when W < 10 km in which the backward nucleation
fails to develop into a sustained rupture (Figure A.1). Assuming a fixed θ c , the
problem is reduced to finding the largest Hc that satisfies the following relations:
!
p
p
κ xy (Vr , θ c )( sin(θ c ))
κ yy (Vr , θ c ) sin(θ c )
> µs σ0 +
τ0 + ∆τ
p
p
Hc /W
Hc /W
in the near field and


ξ x y (Vr , θ c ) sin(θ c )
ξyy (Vr , θ c ) sin(θ c )
> µs σ0 +
τ0 + ∆τ
Hc /W
Hc/W

(A.10)

(A.11)

in the far field. The solution is
Hc /W =

(µs κ yy (Vr , θ c ) − κ x y (Vr , θ c ))2 sin(θ c )
S2

(A.12)

(µs ξyy (Vr , θ c ) − ξ x y (Vr , θ c ))sin(θ c )
S

(A.13)

in the near field and
Hc /W =

100

(a)

(b)

Figure A.2: Nucleation in the backward direction for a dilational stepover with
W = 20 km.
in the far field.
Rupture speed is very similar in all our examples (Figure 2.5). Within that range,
Vr /Vs > 0.8, rupture speed does not affect significantly the radiation amplitude in
the azimuths we are interested in, as shown in appendix B. Hence Hc/W is not
significantly affected by Vr.
A.2

Effect of Vr on the amplitude of stopping phases

The first motion velocity amplitude of the S wave stopping phase of a Mode II crack
is (equation (36) of (Madariaga, 1977)):
u s (r, θ, t) K0 1
=
Vr √ Fs (Vr , θ)H(t − r/Vs )
∂t
µ
r

(A.14)
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where
Fs (Vr , θ) =

κ 3 cos(2θ)cos(θ/2)
2(κ 2 − 1)(1 − Vr /Vs cosθ)(qR + κcosθ)S(cosθ/Vs )

(A.15)

and qR is the Rayleigh function which depends on Vr and κ = Vp /Vs . So
uθs (r, ψ, t) =

K0 1
Vr √ Fs (Vr , θ)R(t − r/Vs )
µ
r

(A.16)

where R(t) = max(0, t) is the ramp function. Then
∂uθs

1 ∂uθ 1 K0
1
=−
−
Vr 3/2 Fs (Vr , θ)R(t − r/Vs )
∂r
Vs ∂t
2 µ r
s

∂uθs
∂θ

=

K0 1
Vr √ Fs (Vr , θ)R(t − r/Vs )
µ
r
∂us

∂us

(A.17)

(A.18)

∂us

At t = r/Vs , we have ∂tθ = − V1s ∂rθ and ∂θθ = 0 We convert the strain tensor
from cylindrical coordinates to Cartesian coordinates, and by introducing Lame’s
parameter λ and µ, stress can be calculated as:
∂uθ
∂r
∂uθ
= µsin(2θ)
∂r

τ = σxy = µcos(2θ)

(A.19)

σ = σyy

(A.20)

The only dependence of τ − µs σ on Vr is in the expression of ∂uθ /∂r, via the term
f (Vr , θ) =

Vr /Vs
(1 − Vr /Vs cosθ)(qR + cosθ)

(A.21)

We plot the function f (Vr , θ) for a range of rupture speeds representative of our
simulations and for a broad range of azimuths. In our simulations, θ = 30◦ and
θ = 120◦ are the angles θ c at which we observe compressional and dilational
step-over jumps, respectively (Figure A.3).
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Figure A.3: The dependence of angular pattern on rupture speed Vr at different
azimuths. The dependence is smooth and weak within the range of azimuths and
speeds we are interested in.
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Appendix B

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 5
B.1

Interference of beam-forming for a line source

Assume we have single frequency line sources s = {s0, s1, ...} of length D  λ with
frequency ω. The receivers rs are evenly distributed on a ring that is at a distance
range [Lmin, Lmax ]  D from the sources (See Figure B.1). The matrix G(ω) is the
propagation matrix from sources to receivers.
r = G(ω)s
Beam-forming gives an image of the source in the form G∗ (ω)G(ω)s. We hope
G∗ G is equal to identity matrix so that beam-forming exactly recovers the source
information however it is not. we show that it is only when the two sources
|si − s j |  λ, [G∗ G(ω)]i j ≈ 0. To simplify the analysis we neglect the effect
of attenuation and geometric spreading. Then the propagation effect from the j
source to the i receiver would simply be
Õ
G∗ G(ω)i j =
exp(iω(T(si, rk ) − T(s j , rk )))
k

=

∫

Lmax

∫

π

exp(iωP(L)|x(si ) − x(s j )|cosθ)ρ(L, θ)dθdL

Lmin
0
∫ P(Lmax ) ∫ π

|x(si ) − x(s j )|
dL
cosθ)ρ(L, θ)( )dθdP
λ
dP
P(Lmin )
0
(B.1)
Here, P(L) is the slowness at distance L ,Vp is the P wave velocity at the earth
surface and ρ(L, θ) is the receiver density which can be assumed as a constant.
We also assume dL
dp to be constant for simplicity. We take P(Lmin ) = 0.5Vp and
P(Lmax ) = 0.3Vp which is very close to the situation of receivers at teleseismic
distances from 30 °to 90 °. We plot out [G∗ G(ω)]i j as a function of |x(si ) − x(s j )|/λ
which is a dimensionless quantity. Since in a real world back projection, the
receivers may not cover the full azimuth range, we also test the effect of limited
azimuthal range from 0 °to 45 °. The comparison shows that when receivers cover
full azimuth, the impulse response has a width of about 4λ which can be further
expanded when only data from limited azimuthal range is available. The phase
pattern is also very complicated which is indicative of potential constructive and
=

exp(i2πVp P(L)
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Figure B.1: Point source response of a single frequency source of wavelength λ.(B)
plots the response with both amplitude (blue) and phase (red) as a function of spatial
location of the test sources. We assume that the receivers have slowness from 0.3/Vp
to 0.5/Vp . The solid line plot the case with receiver cover an azimuth range from 0
°to 180 °. The dashed line plot the case with receiver cover an azimuth range from
0 °to 45 °.
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destructive interference when multiple sources are very close to each other. We thus
test the cases of continuous rupture represented by multiple point sources. Each
source si is represented by an amplitude Ai multiplied by a phase shift computed
from rupture time Ti :
si = Ai exp(iωTi )

(B.2)

We test three cases with all of them having a rupture length D = 20λ. The first case
has uniform rupture speed Vr = 0.5Vp and amplitude. The second case has spatial
varying rupture speed with super-shear rupture interspersed between slow rupture.
The third case has uniform rupture speed but spatial varying amplitude. We plot
here the beam-forming image of the rupture processes. In the first example, due
to destructive interference, there is only energy at the beginning and the end of the
rupture. In the second and third example, the energy peaks corresponds to where
the change of rupture speed or amplitude occurs.
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Figure B.2: Beam forming image of three experimental line sources. The red, blue
and green solid lines are the beam forming energy (left axis) for a uniform line
source , a line source with varying rupture speed and that with varying amplitude
respectively. The red dashed line are the rupture speed and amplitude of the uniform
rupture. The blue dashed line plots the rupture speed of the line source with varying
rupture speed. The green dashed line plots the amplitude of the line source with
varying amplitude in displacement.
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